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AUDI ARTS DIGITAL ID -70

The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip
sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets
it integrate with most popular automation systems and
station routers: it even
has WHEATSTONE's
exclusive VDIPTM soft-
ware system.

Plug-in modules
let you have any com-
bination of mic, analog
or digital line inputs,
and the 4 stereo bus-
ses give you plenty of
flexibility (each has
both digital and analog
outputs). With sample
rate conversion on all
digital inputs plus se-
lectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz (and
an optional external house sync) the D-70 can fit right
in with all your facility's present equipment.

WHEATSTONE'S VDIPTM Virtual
Dipswitch Software lets you con-
figure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once config-
ured console runs stand-alone

tel 252-638-7000/www.wheatstone.com/sales@wheatstone.com
copyright 0 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

With a compact, tabletop -mount footprint and a
modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in
submodules for easy analog -to -digital field switches,
the D-70 can be configured onsite
quickly and easily. On the function-
al side, fullscale digital peak plus
simultaneoLs VU metering, LED
illumination everywhere, built-in
machine interface. automatic timer
and clock (stand-alone or ESE
slave) all come standard, along with
separate source selection for con-
trol room and studio plus built in talk -

back. You can even order the D-70
console with a SUPERPHONE
module to support two callers with automatic digitally
generated mix -minus. Both digital and analog line se-
lector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
-benefit from WHEATSTONE's experience-
at an AUDIOARTS price!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

Circle (101) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Juggling Too Much?
Harris Can Help!

Taking care of today's broadcasting needs while

moving toward a digital future is a tough juggling act.

You need to maintain and, perhaps, upgrade current

systems. Maybe you're even contemplating complete

station makeovers. Fortunately there's a company

with the resources and dexterity to help you maintain

your balance: Harris.

Automation
Whether you need single -channel, multi -channel,

or news solutions, Harris has a scalable automation

solution to fit your precise requirements.

Transmission

Harris has everything from replacement parts for

your current transmitter to a new analog or digital

transmission system.

 TV - UHF, VHF, DTV, DVB-T

 Radio - AM, FM, IBOC, DAB

 STL - single to multiple site linking

Systems

Who but Harris offers everything from a single console

to the design anc installation of entire radio, TV, and

mobile studios? Come see our line of DTV products

to help you manage your entire system.

Service

Harris installs, maintains and repairs everything it sells.

And our broadcast training centers are available to

make your team as self-reliant as possible.

Don't Drop the Ball
Let us show you our newest solutions. Come to our

booth to discuss your particular balancing act. You'll

find us in booth L5023, ready to help.

next level solutions

SE RVIC E

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION

www.harris.com
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WWW.iberadio.com
Your Online Source
for current radio broadcast news

a BE Radio: The Radio Technology Leader
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Currents
 S-DARS to Pass 21 Million in Five Years

 FCC Mandates Electronic Filing

 AKG Named Reference For Roland

 Radio's Too Billers Named for 2000

 Antenna Pioneer Passes Away

 TGI N.A. Strengthens Sales Team

 ARMA Announces Show Date

 Klotz Expands Sales Department

 SBE Introduces Tutorials

 XM To Launch on March 18

 Gentner Strengthens Team

 Kenwood Shipping Sirius -Ready Radios

 Shure Creates New Division

c> Go

Web Contents

Currents
News updated daily as it happens

PDA Navigator
Download the FASTtrack to your Palm.

Weekly E -Mail
Have the headlines sent to you via e-
mail each week. Send a message to
beradioe intertec.com.

NAB Extra!
With links to the manufacturers

Demo Room
Online product demonstations

March Issue
Read it online. Plus streaming stations
and more.

1)1
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System Design Made Easy

What do you do when you want more than software, but don't need a turnkey system?
Look to BSI's new studio automation kits.

BSI's new Studio Kits give greater design and cost -saving opportunities to broadcast
engineers and studio designers. The three kits are optimized combinations of software
and hardware customized for small, medium and large market broadcasters.

"These are complete two -studio automation kits... just missing the
PC's," says BSI President Ron Burley, ''System design is quicker
and easier because we've done all the difficult research
and testing."

The Studio Kits come in three configurations and offer
significant savings when compared to purchasing the
components individually. The $4,799 US Studio Kit 100 is 1:;;#1----

geared towards smaller markets and single stations. The
Studio Kit 200 provides the versatility and power required in
mid -sized markets, for just $6.599 US. The Studio Kit 300. priced
at $9.999 US, is a world -class package for major markets and
enterprise broadcast facilities.

Each Studio Kit contains all of the hardware and software needed to
equip a production and air studio. Among the products included in
the Studio Kits are BSI's acclaimed WaveStation digital automation
system. Cool Edit Pro editing software from Syntrillium Software
and professional audio adaptors from AudioScience. Each kit also
comes with one year of free tech support and software upgrades.

"With our Studio Kits, all you need is a Pentium class PC and you're
on the air," says Burley. "Our customers often already have
computers or have the ability to barter them. Studio Kits give them
the ability to build a top -of -the -line system using that hardware."

New Horizon
BSI's turnkey automation systems are
setting a new standard for reliability,
affordability and power. Two studio

complete systems start at $8,999 US.

Senes 300 shoyir

www.bsiusa.com

Ir11".irrt.

Tip

Quote of the
Month

"We were in a Ict of trouble and
you bailed us out. You
software and customer
service are above and beyond
the industry staidard "

Katina Sternal
WPDQ- Howell, NU

Calendar
Apr 24, Demonstration of a new
product at the NAB by BSI
President Ron Burley. Call for
an invitation.

Aug16-18, WaweStation
Weekend

Birthdays.
Mar 25 1942, Aretha Franklii
Mar 25 1920, Howard Cose I

Dynamic Web site

You don't need an expensive hosting service to
have a dynamite station web site. BSI's $1499 US
WaveStation automation software can
automatically post to your web site what's playing,
recently played and what's coming up. Build your
own page with station graphics and text, then just
insert a few special HTML tags for WaveStation to
fill-in. You can even give songs and spots their
own web pages or frames. Banner ads anyone?

User rile 1 KRQZ - Lenny Harris

Lenny Harris of Trinity Church realized
that he wanted to combine his love of
music and his ideals into a radio statio-i
for teens. "We searched a long time for
an automation system," said Lenny. "We
didn't have a large budget, so we needed
something that was going to be

affordable, user-friendly and really easy.

"I downloaded the WaveStation demo and was able to figure it out ;ust
by playing with it. Other stations I asked about the program were really
happy with it. I was pretty sold on ouying the WaveStation, and the-i I
went back to Ohio to see our network and they were using it. I thought
if it worked for them, it would surely work for us."

WaveStation has been a KRQZ hero. "We were on network, but
nothing was coming out," recounted Lenny. "It only took me a few
seconds to get our next stopset on -the -air and line up a few songs to
cover the outage. WaveStation saved the day."

Lenny is really happy with hs system. "We checked just about every
other kind of software out there. There're a lot of good people in the
industry. but BSI's WaveStation is the most reasonably priced and
user-friendly product that we found anywhere." Send us your User File story.

888-BSIUSA1 WWW.BSIUSA.COM
Broadcast Software International

Circle (106) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com



Viewpoint

Bringing the show to you

Here we are again, getting ready for another NAB
convention. Whether you attend the show or not,
this annual event influences you and your broad-

cast operation because most exhibitors choose this show
to unveil their new services and hardware. Attending the
convention gives you the chance to see new products
being demonstrated. These demonstrations can pro-
vide insight into how a product functions and can
sometimes reveal an interesting characteristic or
capability that make that product the perfect solu-
tion for your needs.

As you walk the show floor following your plan
of who and what to see, you will
find other new products that spark
your interest as well. I'm sure you
will find more than what you
originally planned to see.

But while the NAB convention con
tinues to grow in attendance, not
everyone has the opportunity to go.
State and regional conventions offer
similar opportunities, but these shows
may not correspond to your capital
purchase schedule. Even monthly SBF

meetings may not be able to provide timely information.
So what's the best way to arrange a product demonstra
tion that fits your schedule? It's called the Demo Room
and it's a new feature for BE Radio.

Each issue of BE Radio brings you information about
technology for radio broadcasting. The written word and
color photos tell a full story, but may not give you
everything you want to know. We have developed the
Demo Room to bring you complete manufacturer dem-
onstrations about the latest new products. New demon-
strations will be added every month, so there is sure to
he something that will interest you. Even better, you can
access this information online when it fits your schedule.

When you see the Demo Room logo like the one to the
above right, it tells you that a product demo is available
online. Simply go to www.beradio.com and click on the
Demo Room logo to see that demonstration. All the
demos are available in both Windows Media and Real
formats in a variety of data rates. As long as you have
Internet access, your private demo is waiting for you. You
don't need to wait for more information about the
products that interest you. The Demo Room brings them
to you on demand.
With the constant press for time, you need information

that fits your schedule. When a demo is posted to the
Demo Room, you may not have an immediate interest in
the product, but you may some time later. The Demo
Room will also feature an archive section where you can
search any of the past demos that are posted there.

The Demo Room was created in a partnership with
Intertec Publishing's sister company, Industry

Click. All the magazines within the enter-
tainment technology division are arrang-
ing product demonstrations as well. While
you're looking for a Demo Room feature
from BE Radio, you may find a demon-
stration from Broadcast Engineering, Mix,

Vetmedia or any other Intertec publication
that is of interest as well.

The Internet already supplies an incredible
mount of information. You have probably

. tread) LS ted BERadio.com to see the additional monthly
features and updated -daily industry news. The Demo Room
is another way that we're using the Web to bring you more
valuable information when you want it.

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com

On the Road:
Chriss will moderate two sessions at NAB:
International DAB Panel - April 22

A look at the state of DAB outside the U.S.
What You Missed on the Show Floor - April 25

It's a h g show with lots to see.
Check the NAB2001 guide for session locations.

READER RESPONSE

E-rreail:

F

beradio@intertec.com

AX:
.91317-1905
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Matrix Codec - _

Pots/ISDH/IlliTelessi "

The Matrix is a versatile, t otrirAct code.c4
with the ability to send high quality audio
POTS (PSTN), ISDN, or wireless services.

Call today for detaasi"'"Ci'-

(800) 237-1776 ,tikletjiiir )1L,

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 0112C
Tel: OW Fax (978) 635-0401 Toll Free: 030 237-1776 in North America

tely
.t.,. A,

Or:

11;(1g

0.-

01011/1111.11E'llir
Email: info©comrex.com -coin
Circle (107) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com



Contract Engineering

Business 101 for engineers
By Mark Krieger, CBT

In January, we surfed across some of the salient issues
of small business accounting as applied to contract
engineers. Along the way, we briefly touched on the

need for a business plan. This month, we'll reexamine
that concept and attempt to explain its
fundamental importance in the startup and
operation of a contract engineering business.

So, why do we need a business plan? Well, to
begin with, most reputable lending institutions
require submission of such a plan as a prerequi-
site of the business loan application process.
Obviously, the lender wants to know whether
the applicant has thoroughly thought through
the financial parameters of any proposal.
Required or not, the assembly of a busi-
ness plan is a practical exercise that influenc-
es day-to-day operation and fiscal decision mak-
ing. Since every business has finite amounts of
available labor, equipment and capital, the plan
serves as a road map for the most efficient alloca-
tion of those resources in a way that maximizes profit on
each sale. Furthermore, a good plan
reduces uncertainty, allowing
you to focus on task execution
whilie minimizing worry about
the big picture.

Goals and decisions
Drafting a business plan needn't be com-

plex, but it should reflect realistic assumptions and goals.
Thus, it's best to set passion aside and conduct the
planning process through the application of logic, math
and factual data.
To begin formulating your plan, first determine the

specific goal of the business. For example, let's say the
goal is to provide a steady income for you and your family
until retirement. This means that from day one, you will
have to factor in your expected salary, along with tax-

deferred investment contributions, as an expense. Per-
haps the goal is to aggressively build the business,
foregoing near -term income for growth. Here, you may
want to take only a limited draw from the business while
reinvesting in added employees and equipment needed
in order to boost productivity and expand the client base.
In either case, the goal will help establish priorities for the
allocation of resources.

Once the goals have been identified, there are specific
questions to address. What services will you be offering,

!woe
Ian

ontingency
Plan

and how much can you reasonably expect to charge for
them? How much demand exists for your service, and
how is it likely to change over time? How much capital and
equipment are you going to need? These issues require

basic research, and should be answered thoughtfully.
As you proceed, you're likely to discover that
planning is an evolutionary process during which
many new questions emerge as you answer

existing ones. This is beneficial, because it
forces you to build detail into your vision as
it crystallizes it into an executable plan.
Every business plan contains three essen-

tial elements. First on the list is the market plan.
It is here that issues of services to be offered and
the potential demand for those services are
given detailed consideration. As a broadcast
engineer, for example, are you going to offer

measurement and certification services? If so, this
may significantly affect the amount of capital

you'll need to invest in things like
field strength meters, spectrum an-
alyzers and the like. Thus, demand

for these services and what
you can competitively charge
for them should be based on

factual research, not intuition. Call
providers of similar services in your

market or a comparable one to find
out what they charge, then check with
potential clients to establish both de-
mand and the prospects for profitable

competition. While it may seem desirable
to offer a broad range of services, stick to

what you know and do best; otherwise, productivity,
reputation and profitability may suffer.

Self -promotion
Promotion is an important facet of the market plan.

Broadcast engineering is different than retailing in that the
potential customer base is fairly specific. Though this might
suggest that personal visits and phone calls are more
effective in establishing and building business relationships
than direct mail advertising, this doesn't mean there isn't a
place for both. Don't assume that word-of-mouth is going
to sustain your business. Effective marketing is fundamen-
tal to success and will be explored in an upcoming issue.

The second essential component is the financial plan,
where you will establish the projected operating budget

10 BE Radio March 2001 www.beradlo.com
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Contract Engineering

 -,38.1

including working capital, capital expenditures (equip-
ment), operating expenses (salary or draw, debt service
and overhead) and gross revenue. Be thorough and
conservative in your projections. High initial capital
expenditures may be reduced somewhat by leasing
vehicles or equipment, but you will ultimately pay more
for them over the life of the asset. Still, leasing offers
flexibility in terms of upgrading, so it can be a useful
option in some cases.

Essential Elements of a Good Business Plan
Determine a market plan

Decide services offered
Assess demand for your services

Plan a marketing strategy

Design a financial plan

Project budget
Consider leasing

Capitalize

develop coping strategies for problems that may develop.
For example, if you are going to run a one-man (or woman)
operation, who will service your accounts if you are ill or
temporarily disabled? Or... what if a large group that
handles engineering functions in-house buys out several
key clients? While you may not be able to control these
circumstances, you can certainly be proactive in develop-
ing a plan to cope with them. In the first example, this could
be accomplished by securing a prior agreement with

another engineer to handle your accounts on
a

Developacuntingencyplan

Plan coping strategies
Expect the unexpected %!,,. ,

Consider long-term contracts

Remember that many ultimately successful businesses
lose money during startup and early operation. This is not
a crisis if you've projected and planned for it. Experts point
out that along with poor planning, under -capitalization is
the single biggest factor behind the majority of small
businesses failures. It takes money to make money, so be
sure you have everything you need before you leave the
starting gate.
The last piece of the puzzle is the contingency plan.

Simply put, this is a "what if..." exercise, allowing you to

Live On Air
Live Assist
Automation
Jingles, Phoners

-

NEM
r

11W9L 1" ITT

The DL4 System II
comes complete with a

Triple Play and Record DL4 Workstation, 105 Hours of audio storage, 7 input play
switcher, 7 input record switcher, DL4-AUTO softwa-e for On Air, and DL4-SCHED

for Production and Scheduling. This powerful (2) studio system requires
only 2 customer supplied PC s and installation.

temporary basis in exchange for the
like. In the example involving owner-
ship changes, longer -term contracts
might buy you time needed to devel-
op new business to replace that which
is going away. In each case, think it

through, and be creative.
Finally, be mindful of the value of your local library as an

educational resource. There, you'll find many excellent
volumes that treat this subject in the greater detail it

deserves. So set your goals, do the research and get to work
on a business plan that works for you.

Mark Krieger, BE Radio's consultant on contract engineering, can
be reached at mkrieger@drfastnet. He is based in Cleveland.

Contract Engineering in March:

LIABILITY AND INSURANCE

On Air & Production
Digiiink 11

Production
Recording

Editing
Scheduling

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com

12 BE Radio Mal :)001
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casting

Control over IP
By Chuck Leavens

Scveral years ago, I was setting up a remote access
server for our employees to dial into our company
IAN. I was amazed at how easy the setup was. Just

plug into a 10baseT connection, and attach the modems.
These servers were controlled and configured by a Web
browser. I was overwhelmed with the level of configura-
tion and amount of data available. What's more is that this
unit could be held in my palm.
This is when I realized the benefits of having broadcast

gear operate the same way. Imagine a facility remote
control with an RJ-45 connector that you plug into the
network. Secure configurations, status readings and data
displays are all accessible in real time from anywhere on
the network or around the world via Web browser.

What about audio processing? Will your next processor
have an RJ-45 con-
nector for direct
connection to the
network, giving

Equipment status and control over IP
turns a Web browser into an equip-
ment control interface.

fast and complete con-
trol real-time display of the settings? The ability to control
processing by modem has existed for some time, but
taking it to the level of control of a secure Web browser
from anywhere could make it very convenient.

The technology exists that allows you to sit at your desk
and monitor all your major systems from one screen. This
is common in the IT industry with server monitoring and
control, and broadcast is following. Transmitter remote
controls, computer systems, audio processing, telephone
systems and physical plant services are all available, with
full control a click away on the same screen.

Device control
Aztec Radiomedia has a line of products designed to

control transmitters, exciters and monitor audio process-
ing as well as monitor and control multiple RS -232 and
parallel devices from anywhere in the world, using any
browser or Telnet client. The same products can be used
to control and monitor other devices and even security

systems or HVAC systems. With built-in Web servers, full
data and configuration is available via Web browser.

This is possible with a dedicated facilities remote control.
Gentner has an IP module included with the GSC-3000
remote control. The GSC-3000 Network Module operates
on a computer attached to a GSC-3000, allowing the system
to talk over IP for sharing of the system data and control.
It allows multiple connections at the same time, transmits
alarms to system users and can block unauthorized access
to the system by allowing or disallowing certain IP
addresses or subnets. It's this kind of preparatory planning
that will be included in future broadcast equipment
designs. Audio processing control by modem has been
available for some time, but IP offers the added advantage
of speed, which displays better real-time data and allows for
constant connections without tying up phone lines.

Omnia offers IP control of the Omnia 6 with an RJ-45
jack on the back of the unit. The Omnia 3 is capable of
network -enabled remote control with an optional upgrade

kit, which converts the unit from control via
the normal serial port into LAN/VC/AN or
Internet control via a 10baseT Ethernet
port. Both units use Windows client appli-
cations for the user interface.

Orban also offers full control over IP with
the Optimod 8400. The 8400 offers TCP/IP
networlcability and the traditional dial -up PC
Remote control. A rear panel slot will accom-
modate a modem or Ethernet network card.

The software allows you to control virtually everything
available on the front panel.

The remote management software for these products also
allows you to load and save presets, and to share custom
presets between various units. Imagine fast setups and
changes from anywhere-especially where your favorite
reference speakers are. This allows the same setting to be
shared between two or more units. The backup processor
can have identical settings to the main unit.

IT and telco
It:los includes IP-based control and setup of its latest

phone systems. System setup of functions such as line
rollovers, line/set assignments, call screening and inter -
studio communication can be done easily. The system
communicates directly with an ISDN PRI service to provide
up to 120 incoming call circuits, which can be dynamically
allocated across 32 separate studios. In this application,
control over IP is the most logical management solution.

14 BE Radio March 2001 www.beradio.com
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Drive this...
Just as a car needs a reliable driver, so
does every radio broadcast transmitter.
The Crown FM series exciters, drivers and
low power transmitters offer reliability
unsurpassed throughout the world.
Incorporating standard features as an
integral part of all power levels, the quality
in workmanship standard is consistent for
all of Crown Broadcast products.

The exciter/driver model offers high
reliability as an RF driver while maintaining
the audio purity associated with FM
broadcasting today. The internal low
pass filter allows the exciter to be placed
directly on -air in the event of a main
transmitter failure.

PO. Box 2uuu

Hcr9ur Rapp

Crowr transmitters are stand aloie ow
power units and can be configured with
optional stereo generator and and D
processor. Thousands of broadcasters
around the world have come :o appreciate
the rugged, reliability of the DOM
Broadcast line of transmitters.

So when making your decision of a new
excite, RF driver or low power trar,s.mitter,
reliabi ity should be at the top of ycur list.
Crowr Broadcast builds reliable :-ansmitters
from 1 watt to 2 kilowatts.

Contact Crown for reliaole, efficient
broadcast transmitters.

Get in the driver's seat

crown.broadcast
 Elkha t t tad( id 4651 5-2000  219-262-8900

See us at
Booth #R2665

Fax 219-262-5:::9Q  www.crownbroadcast.com
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Operate From
Across the Desk or
Across the Country...

Mix1111ax_
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* 6 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER

* On Board CPU and RS -232 Port

* 8 Presettable Macros / 8 TTL Outputs

* Computer Control or
Stand Alone Operation

Get Details
Jim Withers 314-345-1030
www.radiomax.com
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Check Out the New FP-PE623 !

A new year is here and it's off to shows again. This year
at NAB, RDL will unveil 13 new pro 'ucts sure to fill a nee
in your 'ally station requirements. Can't make the show,
then contact RDL or visit our web site for your first look
at what is sure to be a big hit. We look forwar to seeing
you there.

RDL
Radio Design Labs

Toll free (800) 281-2683
Local l++1) 805 684-5415

Europe 1++31) 20-6238 983
Web Page www rdlnet corn

Ei casting
Another use that many have discovered for control over

IP is computer, workstations and server control. Remote
software such as pcAnywhere, Timbuktu or NetOp is
commonly used. These software packages can often save
a trip to the station during off -hours to reset mission -
critical computer systems. We control servers and voice -
track for our 24 -hour jazz network via one of these
packages. With T1 circuits, access to the remote systems
is fast and easy. We voicetrack, maintain and administer
the database over the IP connection.

As an IT manager, I have learned that installing remote
software on machines can also help solve problems when
a user has a specific question or concern. Being able to
look over the shoulder of a user to figure out problems
from home or on the road has saved a great deal of time
at our station. Many people are aware of pcAnywhere for
controlling computers remotely. While pcAnywhere is
good for control between PCs, there are other remote
control software products that offer the advantage of being
cross -platform, so a PC can remote control a Mac, or a Mac
can control a PC, or a PC can run OS/2. For a cross -platform
shop, the ability to go in any direction with computer
control and support is an important advantage.
AT&T is developing another level of this with Virtual

Network Computing.
In VNC, cross commu-
nication between any
platform is easy and
fast. This adds the
UNIX platform in
cross -platform control
between UNIX flavors,
PCs with Windows
and Macintosh. While
a preferred method of
UNIX users has always
been to telnet to UNIX
via a command line,
this offers the ability
to control UNIX,
X Windows or Solaris
from any other plat-
form. There are other

advantages to this system as well: the applications are small
(the PC version will fit and run on a floppy disk), and they're
free. VNC can be downloaded from the AT&T website.

The lines between computer and broadcast equipment
have been blurred for some time. It's exciting that manu-
facturers are building the products or devising retrofit
methods for existing products. Using this technology for
remote control in all the ways discussed is becoming more
of a necessity as we become more dependent on the
technology and still want to have some time off. As for me,
I think these are some of the most exciting developments
in my 30 years in the business.

More info online
Aztec Radiomedia

www.aztec-radiomedia.com

Gentner
www.gentner.com

Omnia
www.omniaaudio.com

Orban
www.orban.com

Telos Systems
www.telos-systems.com

pcAnywhere
www.symantec.com

Timbuktu
www.netopia.com

NetOp
www.crossteccorp.com

AT&T
www.uk.research.att.comAinc

Chuck Leavens is director of engineering and IT management for
WDUC)-FM Duquesne University. Pittsburgh.
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Our FM -10S is cool but,...

FM -20S

our FM -20S is way cool!

HOT-PLUGGABLE IPA/PAs

n

Go ahead and mess with it. PA modules can
be removed while on the air

without damaging the module or
perceptible carrier interruption.

MAXIMUM Power Control

NM 

Regardless of AC line voltage, RF drive
level, or antennae loads as poor as 3 to 1

VSWR, our sophisticated proportional
feedback system will keep you on the air

Among all solid state FM transmitters, our new FM -20S is
the most innovative, most reliable, and easiest to service.
From 10 to 20kW, the new FM -10S and 20S guarartee
big performance at a great price. And they're engineered

I=E

REDLNDANT Power Supplies

1"2.717'W'

Four standard modular PA power supplies,
(a fifth is optional) will keep you on the

air, aL; long as one supply is online

to the same exacting standards that every Broadcast
Electronics transmitter must meet. We wouldn't deliver
anything less.
Only one company delivers radio like this...

Call 888 717 17AR--------- for a complete list of specs and features,
or see us at NAB 2001, Booth R2505 in Las Vegas.

www.bdcast.com

02001 Broadcast Electronics, Inc. Tire BE emblem, FX-50 and Predator are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc - 301BER/RWD
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RF Engineering

Antenna basics
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

The author Gertrude Stein once said "a rose is a rose,
is a rose is a rose." Maybe "an antenna is an antenna,
is an antenna" also applies, but an AM antenna is not

an FM antenna. Their requirements are very different.
AM antenna requirements are almost the opposite of FM

requirements. AM coverage is based on groundwave prop-
agation. Hence, ground conductivity is far more important
to an AM antenna than actual height above ground. On the
other hand, successful FM transmission is dependent on

antenna height above ground, or
line -of -sight. The antenna height
above the average elevation of
the ground surrounding the an-
tenna is of particular importance.

Most AM transmissions rely on
groundwave signals to maintain
coverage. Only a relatively few
clear channel stations produce a
useful skywave signal that is pro-
tected by the FCC's Rules. There
is a daily change in AM signals
caused by reduction of power at
night to avoid interference and
interference caused by skywaves
that return to earth only at night.
But FM signals do not normally
suffer from similar diurnal chang-
es, and once in place, an FM
signal is usually constant within
its service contour. Nevertheless,
FM signals can also be affected
by unusual weather conditions
such as ducting and sporadic
e -layer conditions.

The tower itself is the RF radiator in
AM applications.

Polarization
Radio w av es are similar to light waves in that they cannot

be bent around a radius. However, they can be caused to
navigate a bend or made to change direction by refraction
in the atmosphere, or even by a phenomenon called knife
edge refraction. The latter can cause unexpected interfer-
ence and unusual long distance reception.

As a result of these radio -wave characteristics, FM relies
on line -of -sight transmission for station coverage. Service
contour location calculations (0.5mV/m or lmV/m) are
based on the height above average terrain of the transmit-
ting antenna and the height of the receiving antenna above
ground. FCC Rules assume a height of 30 feet for the

receiving antenna. This is a figure originally taken from the
height of an average two-story house with an outdoor
antenna. Soil conductivity and vegetation can have consid-
erable effect on FM reception. The result of lowering the
receiving antenna to a few feet above ground is a loss of
around 6 or 7dB, some of which is caused by soil effect.

In AM operation, the signal is vertically polarized
(Vpol). FM signals were originally horizontally polarized
(Hpol), but now, circular polarization (Cpol) is used
almost exclusively. Sometimes, the signal separation
provided by vertical versus horizontal polarization is
used to prevent interference between NCE stations. This
is especially useful in the educational FM band when
interference is often experienced on TV channel 6, and
the interfering NCE station can obtain an extra 6dB of
interference reduction by using vertical polarization.

Vpol does not necessarily improve or increase coverage,
but it generally tends to produce better FM reception on
automobile radios. Vertical antennas and windshield anten-
nas take advantage of the vertical component; although the
polarization is generally quite mixed by the time the signal
has traversed many different reflecting surfaces. As a matter
of fact, elliptical polarization is often preferred to Cpol.

There are two schools of thought regarding the efficacy
of Cpol. It was originally tried in the western mountainous
country, and the deep canyons of Chicago. First reports
were quite glowing-provided that Cpol receiving anten-
nas were used; now it seems that opinions are varied.
Unfortunately, Cpol receiving antennas are seldom used.
The vertical signal portion of Cpol is sometimes blamed for
excessive multipath interference. The term picket fencing
is sometimes applied to this phenomenon.

There are several other problems associated with finding
a good FM transmitter antenna location. These include

fresnel zone clearance, in which mid -path clearance can
affect reception. In flat regions, the midpath beam radius can
have considerable effect on the received signal. Ground
reflections and grazing angle effects can produce varying
Vpol and Hpol signal attenuation. Signal depolarization is
caused by scattering, refracting and reflecting surfaces.
Additionally, vegetation losses increase attenuation. At
times, it seems a miracle that any signal gets anywhere.

AM differences
'!he whole of a massive AM tower is used as the radiator.

The FM antenna is a comparatively small device mounted
on the top or side of a tall tower. Provided that proper
isolation is used, this tower may also be used as an AM
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Introducing
the Cash
miracle diet.

Lose three minutes
in an hour!

Gone are the days of hunt -and -cut editing, warbling time com-
pression, and sped -up chipmunk audio. Now overstuffed,
overtime audio productions can be reduced through a real-
time, undetectable process that can cut up to one minute of
audio from every twenty without reducing program content.

The Cash audio time machine from Prime Image is a fully
digital,easy-to-operate device that utilizes a patented system of
random "micro -edits" to reduce the length of any production,
whether voices, sound effects, or music. And Cash works auto-
matically, in one pass, with no additional processing. Simply
enter the amount of time you want to lose and the period of
time over which to lose it. Then push the start button and find

something more important to do. Like kicking back and enjoy-
ing a cup of coffee-but, in the interest of your waistline, take a
pass on the donuts.

For specifications, information, or orders contact Prime Image:
www.primeimageinc.com
408-867-6519

Primeimage
The Digital Video People

Tel (408) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294
www.primeimageinc.com
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RF Engineering

FM antenna mounting can influ-
ence the radiation characteristics.

radiator if desired, while supporting the FM antenna.
Apart from the radiation requirements of FM, it is the

difference in frequency that makes the FM antenna so
convenient to build, install and adjust to a desired pattern.
In AM, a single wavelength is 984 feet for a 1MHz signal. In
FM, one wavelength is about 12 feet. Thus, the popular
quarter -wave antenna often used for AM might be 246 feet
high, and the FM antenna elements would be only around

three or six feet long, depending
on the antenna design.

Directional AM stations require
large ground areas to mount two
or more antennas to produce the
desired directional pattern. On
the other hand, FM antenna sys-
tems require a single tower to
mount any reasonable number of
FM radiators. Generally the de-
sired radiation pattern can be ob-
tained using one FM antenna unit,
and additional similar units are
stacked to obtain antenna gain.

Remember that, as the antenna
gain figure is increased by adding
bays, the radiated beam is nar-
rowed considerably, and with very
high gain antennas, it is possible to
beam the signal over closer -in re-
ceivers. To overcome this, either

beam tilt or null fill can be used. Beam tilt can be produced
electrically or mechanically.

Electrical beam tilt is accomplished by advancing cur-
rent in the upper bays and reducing it in the lower levels.
Mechanical beam tilt produces a problem in which the
beam on the side opposite to the downward tilt is

projected upwards as the antenna is moved from the
vertical. Still more listeners are lost on that side. It is not

often used intentionally. Null fill is produced by introduc-
ing sufficient power to fill the elevation nulls produced by
high -gain multiple bays.

It is important to realize that the average FM transmitting
antenna is basically non -directional. It is the method of
installing the antenna on a support that distorts the
pattern and can make it quasi -directional. Examination of
the vertical and horizontal radiation patterns of an
antenna mounted on a tower generally shows an appre-
ciable difference between the Hpol and Vpol coverage.
Engineers usually take advantage of this distortion by
mounting the antenna to obtain the best coverage of
desired areas and to dedicate Vpol coverage of heavily
traveled roads serving auto receivers.

These differences in radiation patterns are produced by
the presence of the tower itself. These effects vary depend-
ing on where the antenna is mounted-on the leg or the face
of a tower, as well as the size of the tower and the actual
construction and spacing between the antenna and tower.
In cases of severe Vpol distortion, vertical parasitic elements
are installed to correct the pattern and restore it to better
circularity. In my opinion, the best basic circularity is

obtained from a pole -mounted antenna on top of a tower
or from panel antennas mounted on all sides of the tower.

When a directional pattern is required, the effects of
antenna location on the tower, the mounting method and
the tower iteself are considered in the pattern design. The
final pattern is measured on an antenna range. The
manufacturer's report then forms the proof that the FCC
requires with the license application. This is very differ-
ent from an AM DA, where the consulting engineer
performs the proof and submits the data.

E-mail John at: batcom @bright net.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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World Class FM Antennas
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even the bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constructed of 100%
heavy-duty brass for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

A ARMSTRONG
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

FMA- 737

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, including
directional patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.
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Eliminate the Middle Man.

Direct Answers, Direct Sales.
It's as simple as that. DADpRo32, the

digital delivery system that's easy to

learn, easy to use and easy to grow is

new easier to bug. Call ENCO

Systems direct at 800.ENCO.SYS.

Lcoking is hard, the choice is easy.

DADPRJ32-from ENCO Systems.

Smarter. Faster. Better.

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.
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ENCO sales: 800.ENCJ.SYS
248.476.5711
www.enco.com



Networks

Building an intranet
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Most stations are using the Web as a means to
communicate with listeners and as a means to
extend marketing efforts. Many companies are

using Web technology to communicate with employees
through an intranet. What is an intranet? It is a website
that is only accessible to users within the company. The
addition of an intranet can provide a wealth of informa-
tion to employees, while creating significant savings for
the company.

Almost any PC
with a reasonable processor

speed can be used as Linux Web server.

Building an intranet
Intranets are accessed using a Web browser. Assuming

there is a PC -based network in place and your employ-
ees are connected to it, you have most of the basic
equipment. The key component of an intranet is a PC
configured as a Web sewer. The tricky part is determining
how much information you want to provide and how
many users will need access to it. Let's consider a few
fundamental issues in selecting and configuring a server.

A fully functional Web server can be implemented
using any of the classic network operating systems, such
as Unix (or Linux), Windows NT or Sun. Each of these has
merits; however, unless you have a large budget or
corporate mandate, the Linux operating system is prob-
ably the best choice in terms of price, power and
scalability. Another advantage is that Linux will operate
on virtually any PC platform from a 386 or higher. From
a performance standpoint, I advise using a PC with a
Pentium 2 or higher CPU, at least 128MB of RAM and as
much disk space as possible. Once the Linux operating

system is properly loaded and configured, load the Web
server software. The most popular Web server software
is called Apache and, like Linux, is available as a free
download. There are numerous websites that deal with
both Linux and Apache and will take you step-by-step
through the setup process. These programs can also be
purchased as boxed versions containing wizards that
automate the installation.

The PC selected for this application will also require the
installation of a network interface card (MC) compatible
with your network infrastructure. Assuming you are using
an Ethernet network, a simple 100baseT MC would work;
however, some networks use a hybrid design typically
consisting of a Token Ring backbone (copper or fiber)
connecting multiple servers that are tied (through a
router) to one or more Ethernet segments. In this situation,
I advise attaching the Web server to the ring backbone.

IP addressing
The subject of IP addressing is somewhat complex and

the subject of many textbooks; however, you
should know some basic information. An IP
address is a unique identifier for a device at-

tached to a TCP/IP network. In the setup, establish
a fixed (or static) IP address and name for the Web server.
like telephone numbers, IP addresses (as opposed to
domain names) used on the Internet are assigned and
registered to individual and corporate users by The Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN);
however, a block of IP addresses (192.168.0.0 to
192.168.255.255) are reserved for assignment to private
networks not connected to the Internet. Generally, these
IP addresses are assigned to local network equipment. LANs
with a direct connection to an Internet gateway may have
one or more assigned IP address, however the local devices
attached to the network will still be given addresses from
the reserved block. A router is placed between the Internet
gateway termination and local network server in order to
properly form a connection between the Internet and each
individual workstation.

For most applications, an intranet Web server should be
attached on the "local network" side of a router so that
traffic to/from the server stays "in the house."

Intranet content
!he purpose of an inuanet is to provide a convenient

method for employees to find a variety of information
related to the business, such as:
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Mics, Amps,
Mixers,

Speakers,
Keyboards,

DJ Gear,
Moo, Software

and Morel

or the best catalog
in the business!
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SFULL COMPASS

AUDIO  VIDEO  A/V  LIGHTS
608-831-7330  Fax: 608-831-6330

8001 Terrace A,e.  Middleton, WI 53562
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The Xpress order diyhchal of Fell Compass.
Cal, 800-476-9886 from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. CST weekaays
ano 10 a.m. to6pm weekends!
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Networks
Online Reference. Phone lists, in-

structions, employee manuals, prod-
ucts, news, other documents.
Management Information. Ac-

counting reports, scheduling, music
lists, traffic info, network info.

Interactive Communications. Com-
pany events, sales and ratings info.

Training. Online training and tutorials.
Announcements. Special events,

birthdays, press releases, newsletters.
Perhaps the primary advantage of a

well -implemented intranet is a cu-
mulative cost savings. For example,
if an employee needs certain health
benefits information, she could find
everything necessary on the intra-
net, thus saving time otherwise spent
with the benefits coordinator. Any
tool that reduces time spent on a
particular task creates savings. If 100
employees save 10 minutes per day,
it would equate to 1,000 total min-
utes per day of time saved.

SATELLITE READY

.1110111111110,

ASI4336
 RS422 bitstream input for

direct MPEG recording.

 Eight relay closures

 Sixteen optoisolated inputs

 Seven stereo input, four stereo
output digital mixer.

 Four MPEG play streams, one
MPEG record stream.

 Balanced audio input and output.

 Windows multimedia driver.

The ASI4336 from AudioScience is a fully featured sound card that integra:es

everything required to connect to a satellite receiver. An RS422 input

provides direct MPEG recording eliminating transcoding, while GPIO

allows event sensing and channel control. Multi -streaming MPEG

record and playback with digital mixing and balanced I/O complete the

functionality. So get satellite ready and choose the ASI4336 for your

station automation system.

www.authoscience.corn 1302-324-5333

Sound Engineering
Sonic Excellence

Intranet pages can be created with graphic
HTML editors such as Dreamweaver.

Creating the site
Like the Internet, Intranet sites are

viewed using a browser and content
can be created using HTML, Flash,
Java, ActiveX or any other Web de-
velopment environment. Programs
such as FrontPage, Go Live and
Dreamweaver make the process of
site creation easier. Most current of-
fice applications provide a means to
save documents in the HTML format,
which makes it easy to add and
update the site as needed. Older
documents, or those that do not exist
as files, can be scanned and saved as
a PDF file using Adobe Acrobat. If
controlling access to certain areas of
the intranet is an issue, pages can be
password protected as necessary.

The most crucial part of deploying
a successful intranet is making em-
ployees aware that the site exists
and that it is a relevant source of
information. Gaining access to your
intranet is as simple as pointing a
Web browser to the IP address of the
intranet server. Creating a shortcut to
the site on each desktop can make it
easy to access; better yet, set the
default homepage for each browser
to the intranet site.

Intranets are proven to increase the
efficiency of communications within
a company, providing steps are tak-
en to create a site that is easy to use,
content rich and a source of up-to-
date information.

Kevin McNamara. BE Radio's consultant
on computer technology, is president of
Applied Wireless Inc.. New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been
approved by the SBE Certification Commit-
tee as suitable study material that may
assist your preparation for the SBE Certi-
fied Broadcast Networking Technologist
exam. Contact the SBE at (317) 253-1640
or go to www.sbe.org for more information
on SBE Certification.
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FCC Update

EEO rules invalidated
By Harry Martin

Iri a unanimous decision, the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit vacated
the EEO rules that became effective in April 2000.

While the Commission could appeal the Court's decision,
that is unlikely given Chairman William Kennard's depar-
ture and his replacement by Republican Chairman Michael
Powell. However, it is expected that the public interest
groups that participated in the court case will appeal,
even if the Commission does not do so. This could delay
final dismantling of the EEO rules, which technically
remain in effect until the Court's decision is final. Never-
theless, on January 31, the FCC announced the suspen-
sion of all EEO reporting and filing requirements until
further notice.
The Court found that the rules were unconstitutional

because they were not narrowly tailored to further a
compelling governmental interest in preventing dis-
crimination. Focusing on Option B of the Commis-
sion's rules, the Court concluded that the Commis-
sion's requirements pressured broadcasters to focus
recruiting efforts on minorities and women in order to
induce more applicants from those groups. In this
connection, the Court noted that the FCC had clearly
indicated it would investigate any licensee that report-
ed few or no employment applications from minori-
ties or women. The requirement in Option B that
licensees report the race of each applicant would be
relevant to the prevention of discrimination, the Court
said, only if the FCC were to assume that minority
groups would respond to non-discriminatory recruit-
ment efforts in some predetermined ratio, such as in
proportion to their percentage representation in the
local work force. Any such assumption, it was found,
stands in direct opposition to the guarantee of equal
protection under the constitution.

Efforts to promote minority participation in the media
are now expected in Congress, where various groups
have been seeking the reinstitution of the tax certificate
program. Under the previous tax certificate program,
companies that sold their stations to minority -controlled
entitles were eligible to defer payment of capital gain
taxes. In a statement released just before his departure.
outgoing Chairman Kennard urged Congress to increase
funding for the Telecommunications Development Fund.
which provides capital for small minority- and female -

owned businesses.

New Chairman in Place
Effective January 23, Michael Powell, the son of Secretary

of State Colin Powell, became Chairman of the FCC. Powell
has served on the FCC since 1998 when he was nominated
by President Clinton to fill a Republican vacancy. Powell, a
lawyer, previously worked at the Department of Justice and
in private practice. He is a graduate of William and Mary
College and Georgetown University Law School.

Kennard resigned effective January 19, 2001, the day
before President Bush's inauguration. The other incum-
bent commissioners are Gloria Tristani and Susan Ness,
both Democrats, and Harold Furchtgott-Roth, a Republi-
can. President Bush is expected to appoint another
Republican commissioner within the next few months,
and replacements for Ness and Furtchgott-Roth, whose
terms have expired, may be confirmed by this summer.

The change in administration at the FCC may bring
benefits to radio broadcasters. As indicated above, it is
unlikely the new Commission will appeal the invalidation
of the agency's EEO rules, which were developed under
the guidance of Chairman Bill Kennard. Further, the
previous administration's efforts to tighten up on the local
ownership rules is not likely to be a priority. Indeed, in the
pending market definition rulemaking proceeding, then-

Commissioner Powell issued a statement saying the
Commission should not attempt to restrict local ownership
to any extent beyond the limits included in the statutory
scheme. (In its market -definition rulemaking notice, the
FCC proposed the use of narrow Arbitron-defined market
boundaries instead of the broader signal overlap standard
now used. This would make it harder for an owner to buy
more stations in a market. Powell is on record as opposing
this stricter standard.) However, it is still anticipated that
some technical changes in the rules will be made to align
the current definition of radio market with the methodol-
ogy used to count the number of stations an owner may
have in a market. I
Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington. VA. E-mail martin @fhh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
Radio stations in the following states must file their

biennial cwnership reports on or before April 1, 2001:
Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennessee
and Texas
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If the migration to digital is in your future. then this

is the route to take. Introducing the large size, big

performance analog router that also speaks fluent digita . A true

hybrid that allows you to scale the number of analog and digital

ports as needed, now and in the future. Best of all, the SAS64000

Audio Routing System creates a path to AES/EBU digita audio

without creating analog obsolescence.

This means you can mix your analog and digital

I/O in the same router frame. Go direct analog to

analog, or digital to digital. Mix it up with ^ < analog and/or
digital input

automatic 24 -bit conversion analog to

digital and vice versa.

Either way, this

unique architecture

sports uninterrupted

signal integrity and

non -blocking

flexibility.

Digital or analog
inputs and outputs

 PC or automation ct ntrol

 +28 dBu max. input
output levels

 Superb broadcast -quality
performance

 Automatic 24 -bit analog
to digital conversion

la

 256 x 256 Large

 Mon) Stere) with
stereo linking

 Wide varietl of
control pan :Is

 118 dB analog
dynamic range

 Distributed multi-
processor architecture

 ME

OUrir And the 5AS64000 is wonderfully simp e
:o integrate. upgrade and put into service.

in our new digital pelt Expander and that's t.

Welcone to digital!-:o-existing flawlessly with

analog-and 311 in the same framewoN.

Inte-estec? There's lots more to to I.

Call 818 840 6749; or e-mail

sales@sasilK io.corn: or check our

website at sasaudio.corn.

If ycu're moving into digital,

than the SAS64000 Audio

Rcuting System is yoir

conduit to the future.

See us at NAE. Booth #R3105

analog and/or
digital output

/k/k/S A S

SIERRA
AUTOMATED

SYSTEMS

'..asaudio.com

Circle (120' on Frm Into Card or go to www.teradio.com



BE Radio FASTtrack Directory
Audio Accessories 28
Audio Mixers -On Air 30
Audio Mixers -Portable 30
Audio Mixers -Studio Recording 32
Audio Processing 32
Audio Recorcfing, Storage & Playback 34
Audio Routing & Distribution 34
Automation Systems -Radio 32
Computers & Peripherals 34
Digital Audio Workstations 40

Intercom, IFB Products 40
Microphones and Accessories 40

Microwave, Fiber Optic & Telco Equipment 42
Power Products, Batteries, Zenerators,

Radio Transmitters, Translators, Exciters & Antennas 44
Recording Media & Accessories 42

RF Feedline, Waveguide & Components and Towers, Services 44
Satellite Equipment & Services 46
Sound/Music!Image Libraries 46
Studio & Facility Support Products & Accessories 44
System Integrators, Corsultants & Misc. Services 52
Test & Measurement Equipment 52
Wire, Cable & Connectors 52

Audio Accessories
Telex Communications L 8763

Nine Image . L10302

Soundscape E2818 Sony Electronics L11600
Walters-Storyk 5963 Opamp _abs L11671
LPB 612.S Dorough Electronic I.' 1677
Pea!Networks 672E Mohawk/CDT L' 2177
Otari L 377 Clark Wire & Cable L' 2580
Hafle, Professional L 771 Gefen Inc M 9339
Lucrt Technologies L 941 ...BL Professional ._ M 9353
Swi:chcraft L 403 Mackie Designs M10142

beyerdynamic L 4405 WhisperRoom M1

ATI L 4414 Benchmark R1752

Audio Accessories L 4428 illbruck/Sonex Acoustical Div .... P17

Whirlwind L 4645 Eventide R13

Harris L 5023 Circuitwerkes R1846, R1915

Acoustical Solutions L 6218 Acoustics First ......... ....... RI

Panasonic L 7020 AEQ P

Acoustic Systems L 7777 RCS R1925, 15946. L 429

_eitch L 8720 Joemeek RI

Your time at the NAB con-
vention is limited, so to help
you make the most of your
time, we have organized the
exhibitors into categories
and then arranged them by
order of booth number.
With this, you can quickly
chart a course through the
show floor. An alphabetical
exhibitor listing can be
found on the show -floor
map in this issue.

Download the FASTtrack to
your Palm PDA.

t
The Online
Radio Technology Leader

lnovonics R1953

Genelec Oy R1969, M 9571

AuthoScience R1983

0E1 .. R2035

Inc ustrial Acoustics R2047

NA
Coverage Co

BE Radio FASTtrack .

BE Lilo Show -Floor Map
NAB extra!

Find more informatio
on the NAB website:

www.nab.org/
conventions/

nab2001
28 BE Radio Mach 2001 Issue advertisers are shown in red



MUM MACKIE'S NEW 24 TRACK RECORDER.

WORKS WITH ANY MIXER. NO EXTRA

COMPUTER OR SOFTWARE NEEDED.

NOW SHIPPING!
Honest. No. really! rrLs1 us. Okay. don't
trust us. Visit your 'eared Mackie Digital
Systems deale and see ic r purself

.

111

S.. ,
11

-

As -

I I_

--AMCW4W

102n

111111111W
MOW Zs 114170110

,
.

 a 2 tilt        0 . 0

              

HDR24/96 edit ng feature nc ed.:

8 ta<es per trak with ncr les "lIttIVEcnnping, ncride -

strumve cut/cpy/ paste i trzcksrel o1s, d-ag-anc-

Jrag fats & c-cssfades, lx/2x/

le4xt2lxv.a-eform
31d "ectora ursor scrib erica -

:or. and Icon .. with 99c

me - Dilt rollout -eqiir-
ng an e:tereal computer'

Coming soon: extended C.! p-xes irg air .citing (ac-

tions.

Bui t inN-gig Ultra -DMA hard disk OA front panel
bayfor additional easily available pull aut drives

Ina love analog tape deck interface and monitoring

Syn:s to iMPTE, MIDI, Black Burst, witlout extra cards

Unl mild HDR24/96 linking! Sync 48, 72, 96,128 or

mo e tra:ks sample accurately

961r1(z recording via software update aid optional

%kHz I/0 cards

Digtal 8. Bus I/O cards-mix and match!

3.5-ino disk drive for software up-

grades 8 tempo map importing

Fas Etiarnet port built-in

Remotes available

w Nw.mackie.com

 24 tracks...14-bits

 Built-in full -feature digi-
tal workstation editing

Affordable pull-oit media

 Built-in SVGA. mouse &
keyboard pore

 BuBt-in 100BaseT Ethernet

N2NN hard d sk recorders are

pooping up all over the place.
Cur new HDR24196 is the

only recorder with built-in
nondestructive g-ap-lic
waveform ed tirg. .is: plug
in a mouse, kefboard and
SVGA monitor to view all
recorder pa-amete-s on
screen in real time. Enjoy
corr olete co-itrol
will- unlimited leve s of
undo, drag -and -drop cross -
fades with 9 preset com-
bioar:ions plus --ade/crossfade
ecitor. And ook fo-ward to
mor 2 powe-ful DS3-based
eciting featt_res in the near
fu-ure.

The HDR24/% uses pull
oLt Ultra-D^"A F-ar_ drives
and $29 removable car-
tridges-so affordable that
you z an keep one for each
project-over 90 m nutes
of 24 -track recording time
costs less than a -ee' of
2- nch tape!

Call or visit our website for 1114
into on the new HDR24/96.
St-ipping now fr:m Mackie
Deal Systems.

5714g.
888/348-6301

3-4

MACKOI

5 001 MORIN
WI USI

Circle i141) of Free Iris Card 3r gc to www.3eraclio corn



HHB R2053

TC Electronic .... R2101 M 9639

TFT R2109

Ward -Beck R2124

Stude R2125

AKG R2125, E5606

Neutrik R2130. L11636

Henry Engineering R2132

TASCAM/Teac Professional R2141

Logitek R2147

Symetrix R2153. M 9338

Lucid Technology R2153. M 9338

Gorman -Redlich R2200

Wheatstone R2205

Sennheiser Electronics R2253

Yamaha R2275

Broadcast Richardson R2325

Solid State Logic R2515

RAM Broadcast Systems R2600

Audio-Technica R2647

:r

"We're On -Air
in Five Minutes."

A V1
`01, 731 PPP

I

When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...

Trust Short, cut 2000 to get a move on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on -air, Short/cut's ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued -up and ready to go.

We've also tripled audio storage to a whopping 12 hours
- and with a hard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.

Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's #1 choice
for stand-alone digital audio editing.

iinsvfle;.cout

Gil%)
360 Systems, 5321 3te.ling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361  Phone (818) 991-0360  Fax ,R1R. 1-t6n

Arrakis R2733

Lectrosonics 82747

AETA Audio R2752

Aztec Radiomedia R2773

Digigram R2773

Wohler R2925, L 5049

L1usicam USA 82935

Sonifex Ltd R3001

Audio Processing Techr ology R3015

Audemat 83035

Independent Audio/Sontex ..._ R3102

Armstrong Transmitter ......... R3115

TGI North America Inc/Festforms .... R3126

RDL (Radio Design Labs .. R3141. L 4955

Martinsound R3224

Miller 8 Kreisel S2546

Audio -oys TI359

Audio Mixers
 On Air 

LPB i6129

Broadcast Technology L 1555

Harris L 5023

Radiorrax/Intermax 31738

AEO . 11863

Radio Systems 31935

liovonics -

Orban R2015. i6226

Circuit Research Labs R2015. i6226

Aphex Systems R2034

AEV R2063

IN Image Developpemeit ...... R2069

1C Electronic R2101. M 9639

Ward -Beck R2* 24

Studer R225
TASCAM/Teac Professional..... R2.41

Logitek R2-47

Ludioarts Engineering R2205

Auditronics R2205

Wheatstone 82205

Omnia R2263

PAM Broadcast Systems... R2600

Arrakis R2733

utogram 112915

Klotz D gital R2953, /i/ 9071

Independent Audio/Soni$ex ...._.... 85102
Audio Toys T1659

Audio Mixers
 Portable 

ATI L4414
Shure L 4E14

Zaxcom L 8473

Nacki ....... ...M 2

Audio Developments R1753

JK Audio P 3

Studer R2125

Circle (121) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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 4 inputs and outputs

 Fully balanced
analogue

 AES/EBU and SPDIF
digital i/o

 Easy integration with all
professional radio
automation systems

 24 replay tracks

 Up to 48kH2 24 -bit

 PCI card or 19" rack mot nt
turnkey hardware

 Removable SCSI audio s orage

THE NEW CLASSIC

Provicing a unique combir ation of speed, flexi)ility and

reliability in a highly cost-effectiv3 pro essional

package, the new SADiE RADiA workstation is

ur surpassed for all serious editing

applications, especial y in the field of

radio production.

Backed Lp with a full range of sophisticated plug-in:, it is no

wonder that SADiE workstations are to be found in professional

facilities across the world

www.sadie.com

'117
.1.

THE WORLD'S FINEST AUDIO WORKSTATIONS

United Kirgdom Europe USA

Tel: +44 (0)1353 648 888 Tel: +49 (0)711 3969 380 Tel: +1 615 327 1140

Fax: +44 (0)1353 648 867 Fax: +49 (0)711 3969 385 =ax: +1 615 327 1699

0 1
/

r,-

DIGITAL PRECISION
Circle (1221 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com



Calm Audio Lid R2569

AETA Audio R2752

Audio Toys T1659

Audio Mixers
 Studio, Recording 

LPB i6129

Graham -Patten I. 955
ATI I. 4414

Shure L 4614

Whirlwind 1.4645

L 5023

Panasonic L 7020

Zaxcom L 8473

Telex CommLnications L 8763

Sony Electronics L11600

Mackie Design M10142

AMEK US R1629

Audio Develoomelts R1753

Radiomax/Intermax R1758

AEQ R1863

TC Electron c 82101, M 9639

Ward -Beck R2124

Studer R2125

TASCAM/Teac Professional R2141

Logitek R2147

Joemeek

Circuit Research Labs

Orban

Aphex Systems

HHB

R193C

R2)15. 16225

R2)15. 16225

R2034

R2053

Symetrix 82153, M 9338 TC Electronic R2101, M 9639

Auditronics 82205 Symetrix R2153, M 933E

Wheatstone 82205 Omnia R2263

Audioarts Engineering 82205 Dan Dugan Sound Design R3021

Sennheiser Electronics 82253 SADiE R3175

vamaha R2275 Audio Toys 7165S

Solid State _ogIc 82515

Calrec Audio Ltd 82569

Harrison by G_W 82641 Automation Systems
Audio-Techlica R2647  Radio 

R2733 LPB i612S

Klotz Digital R2963, M 9071 ScheduALL by VizuAll 1674E

Martinsound 83224 Sony Electronics L1160C

Audio Toys T1659 Management Data Media Systems.. L1223z

Fairlight USA R1616

RCS R1925, i5S46, L 42S
Audio Processing Dalet Digital Media R1941, i5849

DigiDesign i7221 Register Data Systems 82005
Shure L 4614 Prophet Systems R211E

FM Systems L 4650 On Air Digital USA R2146

Prime Image L10382 Broadcast Electronics R2505, 1612E

Gefen Inc M 9339 Cartworksldbm Systems R260;":

Eventide R1817 Computer Concepts R263Z

pieziatudir
r -/

One Size fits all modJlar design

Assembles quickly & easily in minutes

Highest quality lami-ates & wood

World famous Modulux cabinetry

In -stock for immedia-.e delivery

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete
modular studio packazt,e that can be
configured in dozens of different ways
to meet nearly any studio design It can
be assembled left or right handed as well
as in all of our standard configurations: Short L, Long
L, and Unba anced LI. Far superior to custom cabinetry, Modulux
engineered studio systems are precision factory mass manufactured.

Phone (970) 224-22s8 Web: arrakis-systems.com

Quality, strength, durability and appearance are all improved over custom N.
built cabinets.

Arrakis Systems inc.

Glide (123) on Free Info Card or go to www.berad,o.com
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*04 Pristine Systems R2701

Scott Studios

Aztec Radiomedia

ArraIN

R2905, L 4401

R2733

R2773

MediaTouch Systems R2953

Netia Digital Audio R2973

Smarts Broadcast Systems R3024

ENCO Systems R3041

Mediatron R3149

HHB R2053

Studer R2125

Henry Engineering R2132

TASCAM/Teac Professional R2141

Broadcast Electronics R2505. 16126

360 Systems R2741

Aztec Radiomedia R2773

Digigram R2773

MediaTouch Systems R2953

Sonifex Ltd R3001

ENCO Systems R3041

Independent Audio/Sonifex R3102

Audio Routing &
Distribution

Audio Recording,
Storage & Playback

Lighthouse Digital Systems

Otari

Graham -Patten

L 135

L 377

L 955
Sonic Foundry i5867 ATI ..4414
Otari L 377 Philips L 5010

Harris L 5023 Harris L 5023
Nagra L 5238 Leitch L 8720

Zaxcom L 8473 Sony Electronics L11600

DRS Ahead Technology L 9023 Opamp Labs L11671

Sony Electronics L11600 Apogee Electronics M 9340

Fairlight USA R1616 Sonic Sense R1752

Eventide R1817 Benchmark R1752

JK Audio R1833

Sine Systems R1915

Radio Systems R1935

Antex Electronics R2033

Prophet Systems R2115

Ward -Beck R2124

Studer R2125

Henry Engineering R2132

Logitek R2147

Lucid Technology R2153, M 9338

Wheatstone R2205

Yamaha R2275

Broadcast Electron R2505, i6126

RAM Broadcast Systems R2600

dB Technologies/ Audio Intervisual R2855

Wohler R2925, L 6049

Klotz Digital R2963. M 9071

Sonifex Ltd R3001

Independent Audio/Sonifex R3102

Sierra Automated Systems R3105

RDL (Radio Design Labs)....R3141 L 4955

Martinsound R3224

Computers & Peripherals
Soundscape E2818

Waves E2913

LPB i6129
continued on page 40

We Found Your Digital Console
Wish List
Then we added to it to make Logitek Digital Consoles the most flexible, easiest to install,
and simplest to use. Your talent will love the ability to customize console layouts for
individual dayparts. Your accountants will love the cost savings that come with our
router -based system (run up to 3 console control surfaces from one Audio Engine,
and share audio among studios). Your management will love the great sound and
sleek styling of our control surfaces. And, you're going to love the centralized wiring,
the Iber-optic networking, the level of control, our exclusive Supervisor software,
and the ability to instantly reconfigure studios when some bozo spills cappucino
all over Master Control.

We have a great selection of console control surfaces
including the modular Numix (shown here), our
"traditional" ROC -5 and ROC -10 surfaces, and our
Vmix Virtual mixer. All control surfaces are powered
by the Logitek Audio Engine, our DSP-based digital
mixer / router. Call your Logitek dealer for more
information, or visit our website at wwwkgitekausligson.

Lo,g1tek Digital With A Better Difference

cas

- e, "Yg4, -7ex.:, 1,44e

4*1(4.e1eica'41-e

Logitek Electronic Systems
5622 Edgemoor

Houston, TX 77081
(800) 231-5870

e-mail: info@logitekaudio.com

Circle (125) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Free Software for your PC
Live On Air & Automation Capabilities

Full Featured, High Powered
1 Week Play Schedule

 Timed Record Schedule for News
Uses Standard PC Sound

61)



Revoluti on Der I es Consoles

Starting at only $3,995
Both Analog & Digital Operation

 Console Control -or- PC Control Systems
12, 18, & 28 Channel Mainframes

The Revolution is the unparalleled radio console that is at
home in both digital & analog studios. With a distinctive 2
piece modular design made up cf a rack mounted digital audio
engine & console control board, the Revolution has the greater
features, reliability, performance & lower price that makes
the competition obsolete.

1700 series Consoles
Ideal for On Air, Production, Talk & News
High Performance Analog Design
Fast & Easy Installation
Starting at only $2,295

The 1200 Series is a blend of
thoughtful design, quality components
& the culmination of more than 20
\years of design & manufacture

1

experience. With three model

.ft-2:1:"%ftft"

sizes, 5, 10, & 15 channels,
the 1200 is ideal for large40.4641.. . % , ft-.

40° - .._.%44.46141. 44014P
studio applications.

Pa,

N\...,,



12,000 Series Consoles

-'11%:%ial
- - 4,4064,464'46'

4141,*
41.

Starting at only $4,350
8, 18, & 28 Channel Models

Fully Modular Design for Greater Flexibility
3 Stereo Buses, Telephone Module Options

The 12,000 Series was designed with the advanced On Air &
Production Studios of the 21st Century in mind. Modular,
reliable, flexible & powerful, the 12,000 is found around the
world from New York to Tokyo to Paris. The Arrakis 12,000
Series is perfect for any size market or any radio application.

DL4 System II Automation
Live On Air

Live Assist
Automation
Jingles, Phoners

Prcduction
Recording
Editing
Scheduling
Only $7,995

105 hours audio storage, 7 input play
switcher, 7 input record switcher, DL4-
AUTO software for On Air, DL4-SCHED for
Production & Scheduling, & a Triple Play
& Record DL4 Workstation, this powerful
2 studio system requires only 2 customer
supplied PCs.



Modulux FleP5tudio Furniture

World Famous Modular Cabinetry
One Size Fits ALL Modular Design
Highest Quality Laminates & Wood
Only $4,995

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete modular studio
package that can be configured in dozens of different
ways to meet nearly any studio design. It can be
assembled left or right-handed as well as in all of our
standard configurations: 'Short L,"Long L,' & 'Unbalanced
U.' Complete with racks, access doors, interview table
& much more.

Radius Furniture

Radiused End Panels for Stylish Look
Modular Design, Finished Inside & Out
Easily Customized to Meet Your Needs

The Radius line of studio furniture is designed specifically
for high end, major market applications. Radiused
surfaces, extra deep pedestals
& table tops, are combined with
artful styling to create a
studio of peerless beauty.
The Arrakis Radius is ideal
for your next showcase
studio.

For more complete information, visit our website at:
www.arrakis-systems.com or call: (970) 224-2248.

2619 Midpoint Dr. Fort Collins, CO 80525



advertisement

See online product
demonstrations for
these hot products.

Check them out at
www.beradio.com

Now you can see the indus-
try's hottest products on your
computer. Every adver-
tisement and new prod-
uct announcement fea-
turing the Demo Room
logo has a streamed

Burk Technology
The ARC Plus transmitter remote

control system provides ultra fast
response, more sites and an en-
hanced feature set. The unit is

available in dial -up, full-time and
multi -site configurations.

Also available is the ESI-ESP Span-
ish -language speech interface,
which features fluent Spanish, and
the ARC -16 ESP with displays in
Spanish. Existing ARC -16s can be
converted to the Spanish versions.

demonstration online. You can
also view archived demos of

previous Demo Room stars
from the entire Intertec
Entertainment Division.

Visit the Demo Room
today!

.

MKT, =AV

Dalet Digital Media
On -Air Now! takes advantage of

the multimedia capabilities of the
Internet by presenting synchronized
text, audio, and video to webcast
audiences. Complete song and artist
info, album art and other informa-
tion can be displayed.

I

/le 01 11.

3.6 Frms

TC Electronic
The D22 II is an enhanced version

of the original D22 digital delay and
offers up 2600ms on two channels
with a maximum delay of 60 frames.
It also features 24 -bit A/D-D/A con-
verters, and a compliment of digital
I 'Os including, AES/EBU, S/PDIF,
and Wordclock BNC 7552. Program-
mable setups can be stored for total
instant recall.

Download the BE Radio FASTtrack to your Palm!
The only place you'll find a categorical exhibitor list arranged by booth

number is in BE Radio. We help you
plan the fastest route through the show
floor. Now you can take the FASTtrack
with you. Go to www.beradio.com and
download the complete exhibitor listing
to your Palm computer.

The Online
Radio Technology Leader

www.beradio.cc m March 2001 BE Radio 39
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Rorke Data i6442

Intel 16519

Masterclock L 159
Philips L 5010

Harris L 5023

Panasonic L 7020

Leitch L 8720

Telex Communications L 8763

Tektronix Inc L 9534

Compaq M 7863

Gefen Inc M 9339

Porter Case M 9673

Radiomaxilntermax R' 758

RCS R1925. i5946. L 429

Dalet Digital Media R1941. 15849

AudioScience R- 983

Antex Electronics R2033

Lucid Technology R2153. M 9338

Aztec Radiomedia R2773

Digigram R2773

Studioe
The RJ-45, CAT -5 Analog/Digital
Shielded Wiring Solution.

601 Heron Drive
Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 phone
(856) 467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com

Scott Studios R2905. L 4401

Musicam USA R2935

Netia Digital Audio R2973

Audio Processing Technology R3015

ENCO Systems R3041

Quantum S3537

Digital Audio
Workstations

Syntril ium Software E2539

Soundscape E2818

Sonic Foundry i5867

DigiDesign i7221

Otari L 377
Avid M 8318

Fairlight USA R1616

Dalet Digital Media R1941, i5849

Orban R2015. i6226

Prophet Systems R2115

Studer R2125

TASCAM/Teac Professional R2141

Yamaha R2275

Solid State Logic R2515

Pristine Systems R2701

Arrakis R2733

360 Systems R2741

Digigram R2773

Netia Digital Audio R2973

SADiE R3175

Sonic Solutions S4826

Intercom, NB Products
beyerctynamic L 4405

Telex Communications..........__..._L 8763

Anchor Audio Communications1Portaco L11869

JK Audio R1833

Comreic R2525

Sierra Automated Systems ..._....... R3105

Microphones & Accessories
Sound scape E2818

Vega . E2829

Marshall Electronics L 14L, S3460

Otari . L 377
beyerdynamic L 4405

Shure L 4614

Harris I_ 5023

Nady Systems L 5033

Telex Communications..........__..._8763
Electrc-Voice L 8763

Sony Electronics L11600

Dorrough Electronic L11677

Rycote Microphone Windshields .... R1653

Circuitnerkes R184i, R1915

Joemeak R1930

TC Electronic R2131. M 9639

Circle (126) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Demand

UNCOMPRESSED

16 -bit linear
audio in your all -
digital air chain.

Compression
means compro-

mise and we just
won't hear of it.

Select a digital
STL that can be

configured with
UP TO TWO PAIRS

of linear stereo
audio. It's like
getting two

radios for the
price of one.

Exercise your
FREEDOM OF

CHOICE. Choose

32, 44.1 or 48kHz
audio sampling.
It's your broad-
cast-select the
rate that works

best for you.

Choose a digital
STL that CAN

ADAPT TO ANY RF

ENVIRONMENT

with user -defined
16, 32 or 64 QAM

rates. (Flexibility
is always a good

thing.)

Purchase a

95o MHz R: STL.
The channel

allocaticn is free,
and the money
you save aver a

Ti STL goes
straigh-: to your

bottom l ne.

Moseley's Starlink SL9oo3Q is the only 4 -channel digital studio transmitter link
on the market with all these features. Not justan STL, a sound inyes!meit.

in Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093
Circle (127) on Free Info Card or go to ww-v beradio corn



AKG R2125, E5606

Neumann R2253

Sennheiser Electronics R2253

Omnia R2263

Harrison by GLW R2641

Audio-Technica R2647

Lectrosonics R2747

Sound Devices R2900

Wohler R2925. L 6049

Azden R3047

Independent Audio/Sonifex R3102

Schoeps/Posthorn Recordings R3124

DPA Microphones R3126

TGI North America Inc/Fastforms R3126

Martinsound R3224

The Hollywood Edge, Soundelux Micro .... T 544

Microwave, Fiber Optic
& Telco Equipment

SpotTaxi.com E5035

Otari L 377

Itelco USA Inc L 1417 Musicam USA R2935

Superior Broadcast L 1535 Sonifex Ltd R3001

ATI L 4414 Audio Processing Technology R3015

Harris L 5023 ENCO Systems R3041

Microwave Radio Communications ... L 6420 Independent Audio/Sonifex R3102

Andrew L 9510. S2722 Armstrong Transmitter R3115

Tektronix Inc L 9534 Wegener Communications .S3420
Avid M 8318

Diversified Marketing Internwional R1612

DB Elettronica R1641 Recording Media &
JK Audio R1833 Accessories
Circuitwerkes R1846. R1915 Audiolab Electronics E3434

Energy-Onix R1855 Professional Label L 8206

AEQ R1863 JVC L11509

Broadcast Tools RI915. R1846 Maxell L12629

RCS R1925, i5946, L 429 Apogee Electronics M 9340

Radio Systems R1935 HHB R2053

Dalet Digital Media R1941, i5849 TASCAM/Teac Professional R2141

NPR Satellite Services R1956

OEI R2035

Henry Engineering R2132 Power Products, Batteries,
Telos Systems R2263 Generators, UPS
Marti Electronics R2505 MGE UPS Systems 15954

Broadcast Electronics 82505, 16126 Mole -Richardson L 6450

Comrex R2525 Telex Communications L 8763

Moseley Associates R2553 Belden L 8783

AETA Audio R2752 Lightning Eliminators & Consultants ... L 8926

Aztec Radiomedia R2773 Tec hni-Tool L 8970

limmi=milm=miiemmem=uniii=m=mmemmiliiim=immmim=mimm=e
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I
I
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Is your radio station ready for
the C-5/GE-8 switch?
All C-5 programming will stop by

March 2001

Let Satellite Export prepare you for the
 upcoming digital conversion with our
complete Patriot Antenna package.
Program providers recommend a solid
antenna, with a minimum size of 3.8
meters for best reception. The Patriot
Antenna is 2° compliant and will not wa
like most mesh or fiberglass dishes.

our station with the, BEST - 
PLL LNBs C -Band Feeds

104
Satellite Export & Engineering, Inc.
704 North Clark Street, Albion, Ml 49224
800.470.3510 517.629.5990 517.629 6690 fax

3.8 m prime focus antennas

Order Online Today'

'Immo!!
[COMMERCIALANTENNA SYSTEMS

ammrnm on mwm im  m   Nu mmoil mom =mi
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POTS

7 kHz speech

ISDN

7 kHz, (G722)

20 kHz, (MPEG -

Layer II)

. .

o

WIRELESS

-+11111111kE

GSM - Wireless

Inmarsat Capabilities

Two Channel Audio Mixer

AVIA

..r410 W411.21, SCOOP E -Z

Microphone
Supplies
Ph48, 2

or T12

Small Weight
and Size

<4 pounds
9 x 6 x 3 inches

I 

0 " "  0  - 0 0 c,

ISDN

T, POTS
4

INMARSAT

I

Come see us at NAB booth R2752

Aeta Audo Corporation
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200  Rockaway, New Jersay 071366
Phone: 973-659-0555  Fax: 973-659-9555

Linking Innovation
with Clarity

www.aet3usa.com
sales@ae.tausa.com

Circle (121) on Free Info Card or go to www.berallo.co-r



Radio Transmitters,
Translators, Exciters

& Antennas

11110$1111
Dorrough Electronic ... L11677

Staco Energy Products .. L12252

LPB

ltelco USA Inc

Superior Broadcast

16129

L 1417

L 1535

Superior Electric R2029. L 4738 Harris L 5023
Neutrik R2130. L11636 Jampro Antennas Inc L 5728

Kay Industries R2134 Propagation Systems Inc L 5856

ERI-Electronics Research R2625 Antenna Concepts Inc L 7163

Equi=Tech Corp R3145 SWR L 8773

The best sounding, most reliable
digital audio systems use

Digigram sound cards.

Does yours?

DIGIGRAM INC
TEL: +I 703 87S 9100 FAX: +1 703 875 9161

E-MAIL: INPUT@DIGIGRAM.COM WWW.DIGIGRAM.COM

NETWORKING SOLUTIONS FOR DIGRAL AUDIO AND REMOTE MANAGEMENT Digigram

I

Kathrein, Scala Division L 9574

Continental L12211

DB Elettronica R1641

Circuitwerkes R1846, R1915

Phasetek R1847

Energy-Onix R1855

Bext R1947

OMB America R1963

iBiquity Digital R1975

OEI R2035

IM3 Networks R2075

Dielectric R2341, _ 9539

Marti Electronics R2505

Broadcast Electronics R2505, i6126

Belar R2533

ERI-Electronics Research R2625

Crown Broadcast . R2663

Shively Labs R2705, 6116

Nautel R2725

Aztec Radicmedia R2773

Armstrong Transmiter R3115

Silicon Valley Power Amplif ers R3163

RF Feedline,
Wavegvide & Components

and Towers, Services
Allied Toyer ...... L 120
Central Tut er 1429

Myat 4618

Micro Communicaticns (MCI) 8768

SWR...... ......._ ......... _.._..._ _ 8773

Andrew . ......_.. ....... _.._..._. L 9510. S2722

RFS Broathast Radio Frequency Sys ... L 9528

Kline Towers 9883

Coaxial Cyranics..._......_ R1757

Altronic Fesearch..._.._..._ R1841

Phasetek R1847

Bird Elecircni,; R1873

Econco R1928

Magnum Towers R1934

Neutrik R2130, L11636

Dielectric ...... ....... _.._..._. R2341, _ 9539

ROHN R2547

ERI-Electronics Research R2625

Shively Labs _ ......... R2705, _ 6116

Svetlana Electron Devices R3014

Radiacion Y Nicroordas, S R3025

Penta Lets ....... R3114

Silicon Wiley Power ArriF lif ers R3163

Studio & Facility
Support Products

& Accessories
Hannay Feels E5321

Middle At anti.: Products i6472

ScheduALL by VizuAll i6746

Xytech S stems ...... 16763

Circle (130) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Never Go Off the Air!
Get Scott Studios'

tilpiolBLE
Fail -Proof

V Digital Audio System

Scott Studios Delivers Radio's Only Self-
Healing Redundant Digital System
Major stations in major markets choose Scott Studios' Invincible.
It's a mirrored pair of top -of -the -line SS32 digital audio systems,
plus Scott's exclusive diagnostic watchdog that double-checks ev-
erything several times every second by fast USB. At any hint of
trouble, the backup automatically starts playing where the prob-
lem unit left off! Invincible switches so fast that most listeners
hardly hear a glitch. In fact, one touchscreen controls both sys-
tems seamlessly so some announcers don't notice a switch.
Hands -free redundancy is one of many reasons why major sta-
tions in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, DC, San Antonio, Phoenix and
Toronto installed Scott Studios' SS32 recently. 3,500 stations in the
U.S. have Scott systems and those of our sister company,
Computer Concepts Corp. More stations use our systems than
the second and third largest digital vendors combined! Our cus-
tomers benefit from the biggest and best service and support staff
in radio's digital audio industry, with 105 people at your service.
Scott's Invincible SS32 is the most robust digital system of all! SS32
delivers more streams of perfect uncompressed and MPEG audio
than any other system. You get industrial rack computers, the fast-
est CPUs, mega -memory, hot swap redundant power supplies, ul-
tra -fast RAID mirrored hard drives, extra cooling, NT networking,
two premium four -output stereo audio cards per system, the best
flat panel touchscreens and up to a 5 -year exchange warranty!
Nothing else gives so much peace of mind as Scott's Invincible.
Scott Studios SS32's user-friendly intuitive touchscreen is the sim-
plest for announcers to use and gives all the features that creative
major market air talent demands.

(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

1-88iiii'G4E1.8mS7C2 06 1-8 T8

For example, SS32 delivers:
 30 sets of 30 hot keys for instant play of jingles and effects.
 Cart walls that play song requests within 1 to 3 seconds.
 Display of last play and next scheduled play dates/times.
 Ripper puts CD music on hard disk digitally in 18 to 28 seconds!
 Easy voice tracking in context in air or production studios.
 Fast "no -dub" production uploads from Sound Forge.
 Phone recorder with audible scrub and waveform editing.
 SS Enterprise supervises 24 stations over the Internet!
For details about SS32 Invincible, go to ss32.com or call toll -free at
1 -888 -GET -SCOTT

Shown above is the top -rated "big Boy" morning drive
personality pointing to the SS32 touchscreen at KPWR,
Power 106 FM in Los Angeles. For details, visit ss32.com
or call 1 888 GET SCOTT.

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

Internet: scottstudios.com
Circle (131) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com



FASTrRAAcNN
TBC Consoles 17272

Masterclock L 159

Itelco USA Inc L 1417

Philips L 5010

Harris L 5023

Dove Systems L 5531

ESE - L 5730

APW Enclosures L 5738

Storeel L 6106

Electronic Associates L 6133

Mole -Richardson L 6450

Techni-Tool L 8970

Allen Osborne L 9772

Anvil Cases L11630

Nigel B Furniture L11973

Kan -A -Bag L12182

Encoda Systems L12220

Will -Burt L12415

Canare L12573

Maxell L12629

The Easy choice for digital audio.

CartWorks
4 CartWorks NNE

fat gai Acripts QpSons Bsoorder tjelp

111111MIlli
00.02:03 isloop tl tnp oUnload

Rdy

WRV

MPEG

12:13:01

Music Log [ 06-06-2006
cart

=Mg
12:15:06
12:20:26
12:23:13
12:23:25
12:26:25
12:26:31
12:29:19
12:29:34
12:33:14

PI 

M1012 Photograph
M2174 FrIonda
M1732 Dane' The NIM
V026
DALIVE
J011 JuH11,

M0713 Liston To Her Heart
V027 V

M2214 Black Friday
M0015 All Day Music

12:37:15

I Ayr°

Voice Track
SPOT SET

26

WM>

Artist

Del Leppard
Elton John
Van Helen

Langth nd Pa

04.54 22 F MUS
02.20 05 C MUS
02:47 :13 F MUS

12 -1..
03:00 I COM
00 06

Tom Petty 02:48
(10 15

03:40Steely Dan
War

Jun

:11 C MUS
VTK

:12 F MUS
:04 :19 F MUS

00.03 rz

Live Assist - Satellite Automation Music -on -Hard -Drive
Complete Turnkey Systems or Software only.

1-800-795-7234
www.cartworks.com

System Prices start at $ 4,995 Complete!
Software prices from $2,495.00

Ner ger M 1E71

Porter Case m s

Hardigg m c.-736

Whispe .Rooni M1C451

LS telcc m R E71

Son c Sense ..... ..._...._ R1752

Burk Technology......____ R180E

Pen -1y & Giles ..... .._...._ ........ _ R1E24

Ene-gy-Onix ..... .._...._ ....... _ R1E5E.

Sine Systems ............. R1,c1E

Radio Systen s ............. R195
Studio Technology ....... R2263

Circarit Research Labs ..... R2015, i5;.26

Superior Electric ...... R2029 L =7311

IM3 Networks ........... R2(75

'Nheats one ...._.... ......... ........ R2205

Dielectric ..... ..._.... ......... R2341, L 9E39

Broadcast Electron cs ....... R2505, i5126

Moselet Associates R2E53

Mager Systems ...... ......... R270'

Arrz kis R2733

.Audemat R3035

'I -Soft R3118

ntematonal E -Z Up R3'25
ED) Er gineering R3-3'
<D Kanopy R3'54
NilesTek Inc S4-63

=orecaE t Cor sc les 54.69

Satellite Equipment
& Services

Scientifc Atlanta ...... ....... r246
Anc revi ....... ...... L 9510. S2-'22

AVCON of Vkginia _12515

Broadcast Tcols ..... _..R1g15, 81346

\ISM Network Services__ R302.c. 16751

Norsat Internatio lai S2939

Wegener ConniLnicEtions ..... 53420

Expori& Engreerirg .... T434 C3410

Satellite Eng neerirg ..... ....... ......T '53
........ ....... ....... T1.38

Sound/Music/Image
Libraries

Networ( Music .... i7236, L 5441

Pro mus is L 1435

Killer Tacks L 4243

Manhatan Proactio Nusic L 4423

Valentino Production Music L -3117

Aircraft ProdLctiol Music Library L 3133

TRF Pncluctor Music Library L 3433

Sand ideas -,.........R2025, L E330 E 3463

musicriusicnusic F 2081

615 Mtsic Library .............. F 2173

FirstCom Music ......_ ...... R2321. L 4354

Megatra Production 1/ usb R2130, M 9925

Grcove Addi ............. P3131

Circle (128) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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-I.

The future of electronic media
is going to be quite a ride.

:Please keep your arms and legs
inside the vehicle at all times.]

Hold on to your hat, because the digital technology
rules ycu learned today will be obsolete by morning.

In the future, the simple path from A to B will be filled with
plenty of twists and turns. Long uohill climbs.

And gravity -defying descents.

If you're one of the fortunate few, you'll raise your hands
in the air screaming, loving every minute of it.

Because ycu' I know - that in the future,
nobody will just coast to success.

d *

rkt

P an today to be on the right track tomorow.

The
Convergence

Marketplace %.

CeiZl

-

Take the Rid., NAB2001  Conferences: April 21-26, 2001  Exhibits: April 23 -26  E-TOPIA Exhibits Premier: April 22
Las Vegas, Nevada USA  Register at www.nab.org/conventions  888.740.4622  202.429.5419
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System

Integrators,
Consultants & Misc.

Services
Richland Towers E6406

'Natters-Storyk i5963

Rules Service Company . L 5230

Broaccast Richardson . R2325

Test & Measurement
Equipment

Senco-e E ectronics ........ _....... ...... L 417

Aud c Precision 1529. S4504

Trcnpeter Electronics . L 4631

Harris L 5023

Tektronix Inc L 9534

Dorrough Electronic ......._.__ L11677

AVXM of Virginia L12515

Coaxiz I Dynamics............_....._R1757
Altron c Research R1841

Bird Electronic R1873

Inov:nics R1953

Ward -Beck R2124

Neulrik R2130, L11636

Potomac Instruments R2140

Symetrix R2153, M 9338

Bela- R2533

Calrec Audio Ltd R2569

Aztec Fadictnedia R2773

Prism Media Products R3000

Aucemat R3035

Wire, Cable & Connectors
Swit:hc raft L 4403

ATI _ L 4414

Aucio Accessories L 4428

Wireworks . L 8204

Belden L 8783

Bi-Tropics L 9032

Kings Electronics L 9039

Gepco International L11853

Mohami:DT L12177

Canare L12573

Clark Vnire & Cable L12580

Neulrik F2130, L11636

Booth information is current as of February
5, 2001

Immo**,

View an
online

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.
www.ber

K1101100

0

200 AlitiAA b'"6416
F rri F(c r- F111FJ;fr

7
ar7:7/##oi#0, l"
/////

1200-10S

53,495

& 15 channel models

DC Controlled o- Feliability

J1-sa-high Audio Per'o-rrance

Easy Connectorized Insta lation

Telephone Mix -Minus

/_ J41

# # # #0

woo'
1200-15S

$4,495

The 1200 sores of radio broadcast consoles

'200 -SS were engineered and built for the challenges of

the new mil ennium. High performance electronic design

makes the 1200 console tranF.pareqt to the best digital source audio. Only tne

highest qual ty components are used throughout. such as P&G faders, and ITT

Schadow switches The 118" hardened aluminum chassis with epoxy paint

and solid oak trim will make the 1200 attractive for years to come. A

rugged design, the 120C is ideal for On Air, Production, & News
appheations.

$2.495

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems corn

Circle (133) on Free Info card or go Io vww.Deradio.com
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For
multi-station,

wide
bandwidth,
high power

antenna
systems,

the choice
is Dielectric.

ielectric has the most ccmplete
broadband product line including side
mount and top mount arrays. transmission
line, combining systems, and monitoring
systems. We also offer custo n engineered
towers, installation, and rigging services.
Add over 8(X) years of combined
engineering experience on staff and you
know that a partnership with Dielectric is
the choice to make.

See us at NAB Booth # R2343

COMPAUNICATION8

Engineering Ecellence Since 1942

Call your TEAM today!  Toll free 1 -866 -DIELECTRIC  www.dielectric.com  Raymond, Maine 04371Circle (134) on Free Into Card or go to www beradio com



Gearing up with new
products from NAB2001
The hub of the NAB convention is the equipmen! on the show floor.

While you mesh your plans and synchronize your schedule with clockwork

precision, sink your teeth into some of !hese new products.

Laptop sound card
Digigram

Booth R2773
PCXpocket 440: A multi -chan-

nel laptop sound card, the PCXpocket
440 is designed for applications writ

ten to run on the card's on -board digital
signal processor. DSP functions include

mixing. MPEG (Layer I and II) and GSM encoding
and decoding, variable sampling frequency, and

audio processing. The PCXpocket 440 has four mono
( or two stereo) analog inputs and four mono (or two stereo)

analog outputs. In addition, an S/PDIF input/output can be
in place of the first analog input/output pair. A portable and powerful

digital audio workstation can be created when Digigram's )(track suite of
audio production tools is added to the PCXpcxsket i-i('

703475-9100; fax 703875-9161; www cligigram.com; inpLt@digigram.com
Circle (260) on Free Info Card or go to www.beraiio con

Conversion system
dB Technologies/Audio )ntervisual
Booth R2855
dB44  96: This expandable system offers 44.1, 48, 88.2 and 96kHz
sampling frequencies. The expandable dB44.96 system frame may be
ordered with any combination of the following two channel plug-in
modules (up to eight channels): MDAti24 (two -channel D -to -A
module); MAD824 (two -channel A/D module); M  DD1-2 and MDD2-1
(single/double wire AES translator); or M  BY2 (synchronous up
sample/down sample converter module).

206-381-5891: tax 206-381-5835; www.dbtachno.com; infoetdbtechno.com
Cirde (259) on Free Info Card or go 10 www.beradia.com
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When you see the icon
below, go online to see zn

online demo of that product.
BE Radio will bri rig you

online demos ever, month.
For the more on the Derro

Room, see page 39.
www.beradio.com
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...at a cost savings means real
value in any broadcast market.

  II But don't take our word for
it or let our 25 -plus years in the business
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our first -
quality products at your station at no risk
with our no-fault, 30 -day return policy,

"David -II" FM PROCESSOR/STEREO-GEN
.vvuriu over Lit surpri6ingty wilipettLive duo

clean audio at a budget price. Digital synthesis design
gives great specs and terrific sound.

Mr MOD -MONITOR WITH PRESELECTOR
Off -air modulation measurement with easy -to -read
display, 8 station presets, alarms and multipath indicator.
A companion tunable subcarrier monitor/demod is also

available.

OFF -AIR AM MOD -MONITOR
Features a built-in, tunable preselector, two sets of peak
flashers, program and carrier -loss alarms and an RS -232
interface. An active outdoor antenna is optionally available.

WEBCASTER INTERNET PROCESSOR
Designed from the start for the limited bandwidth and
throughput of current 'streaming' audio services. Crisp for
audio dial -up modem connections.

RDS/RBDS "MINI -ENCODER"
plogiaiii A wall (my I_; to transmit station call

letters, format and other identifiers, translator frequencies,
promos/slogans, phone number, etc.

Circle (135) on Free Into Card or go to vpNw.beradio.com

Visit us on-line: www.inovon.com

See us at NAB Booth R2978

Inovonics, Inc. C)
1305 Fair Avenue  Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554
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Webcasting
enhancements
Dalet Digital Media
Booths R1941,
i5849

V On -Air Now!: Takes advantage of the
multimedia capabilities of the Internet by pre-

senting synchro-
nized text, audio, and
video to webcast au-
diences. By doing so,
terrestrial and Inter-
net broadcasters can
offer more compel-
ling programming
and potentially re-
ceive additional rev-
enue by offering e -

commerce links that offer audiences the ability
to purchase CDs and related merchandise.
Record companies can also use On -Air Now! as
a vehicle to promote their music and conduct e -
commerce activities.

212-825-3322; fax 212-825-0182
www.dalet.com; sales@us.dalet.com

CI cle (258) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

On -air storage and
playback

Cartworks/dbm
Systems

Booth R2603
10. Cartworks enhance-
ments: Offers a complete
line of Live Assist, Satel-
lite Automation,
and Music -on -
Hard -Drive Digital
Audio Systems. CD
quality audio, un-
compressed WAV and
MPEG layer 2 & 3 com-
patibility make CartWorks
suitable for digital audio. New
features include support for the Cart Chunk standard. While
CartWorks would already play this and other formats, it now
takes advantage of the standard's header text for easier
integration with files produced on other systems. CartWorks'
new WebUpdate feature helps stations keep their web site
fresh. C.artWorks Music -on -Hard -Drive systems can auto-
matically generate and upload web site content that is in
context with what's on the air.

800-795-7234; fax 601-853-9976
www.cartworks.com: sales@cartworks.com

Circle (256) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

AUDEMAT INTRODUCES THE

"GOLDEN PRODUCTS" AT NAB 2001
Audemat continues this year to develop the
"GOLDEN PRODUCTS" range introducing
the FM field strength measurer and analyzer
FM-MC4, the improved GOLDENEAR, and
GOLDENEAGLE remote monitoring
solution.
"Developing new functionalities for our products
enables us to continually satisfy our customers
requirements" states Bruno Rost AUDEMAT's
Managing Director.

FM-MC4 :
The FM_MC4 is the New Generation in FM
Precision Measurement and Analysis!
Audemat equipment is THE reference in mobile
dynamic field strength measurement and base
band analysis. RF measurements, audio and
modulation analyses can be carried out during a
mobile campaign, and results exported and
viewed on a geographical map.
The FM-MC4, enhances the characteristics of
the FM-MC3.2 with the addition of:
 new IF filters for measuring in high
interference environments.
 the latest co -channel analysis software adapted
for controlling frequency interference (ideal for
LPFM)
 user friendly software portal.
The FMMC4 is the ultimate in reliable precision
equipment and fulfils all the measurement
requirements of broadcasters and regulation
authorities.

GOLDENEAR V2.2 :
The only one of its kind, GOLDENEAR is the
unique quality evaluation software for the
FM-MC4.
It tells you in no uncertain terms what the listener
can hear.
Using the audio re -play technicians can visualize
in colored graphic form the reception quality
from the mobile campaign, and listen to the
programming on the station monitored.
Compatible with both the FM_MC3.2 and the
Brand NEW FM_ MC4, the GOLDENEAR v
2.2 comes complete with quality Algorithm and
new ergonomic software

GOLDENEAGLE FM
Audemat has always specialized in providing high
performance monitoring solutions for Broadcast
networks.
"GOLDENEAGLE FM, the 'Real electronic
listener' is the culmination of yearsof experience
in high precision remote monitoring !" states
Daniel Werbrouck founder and current Product
Director for AUDEMAT.
Based on the philosophy of the ITS4FM,
GOLDENEAGLE monitors automatically, in real
time and from anywhere, the signal from the
transmission site or reception antenna.
It sends back alarms to a unique alarm reception
software providing technicians with immediate
notification of out -of tolerance conditions.
Its multiple receivers allow simultaneous

monitoring of different signal components (to be
configured by the user).
The 3D scanning software facilitates co -channel
monitoring and TCP/IP interface, available in
standard, optimizes remote operation of equip-
ment witnin a nenvont (Intranet, Internet, etc)

GOLDENEAGLE is fully upgradable with many
options such as digital/analog I/O, digital sound
recorder.
GOLDENEAGLE is the only REMOTE MONI-
TORING solution that garantees listeners stable
quality transmission
Currently available in FM this equipment will
shortly be available in AM and TV (Analog and
Digital)

For more information from Audemat, contact :
Helen Miller in France at
telephone: +33 557 928 928
Fax: + 33 557 928 929
c-mail:h.miller@audemat.com
or Sophie Lion in the US
at 1-866-AUDEMAT (283 3628)
Fax: 1-703-433-5452
e-mail: slioneaudemat.com

or visit http://www.audcmat.com
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MUSI(AM USA

Builds the BEST

coda for you...

in the field

at the studio

from the
concert hall

eerWood/Gf~ker
 Portable Codec/mixer
 MLSICAM -enhanced MPEG Layer 2, plus MPEG 3 and G.722
 256 speed dial addresses
 Built-in automatic functions and remote control
 Storage for 20 terminal adapter setups
 Software upgrades via Internet
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 MUSICAM -enhanced MPEG Layer 2, p us MPEG 3 and G.722
 Dynamic range better than 95 dB
 24 bit A/D and D/A converters
 256 speed dial addresses
 Easy to use, intuitive setup
 Software upgrades via Internet
 384 kb/s digital mastering quality audio
 Point-to-multipoint broadcast operation
 Standard AES/EBU digital I/O'
 8 available relay contact closures and SMPTE time code'

'Prima LT Plus only

MUSICAM USA

670 N. Beers Street, Bldg. 4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
Tel: 732-739-5600
Fax: 732-739-1813
Email: sales@musicamusa.com
Internet: www.musicamusa.com
MUSICAM USA A Me cliva, of C Systems Inc Holmcle, AU USA
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Digital AM transmitter
Harris

Booth L5023

developed

III. DX Destiny: Each pow-
er amplifier module is driv-

en directly by a low-level digital signal, eliminating
the intermediate power amplifier. Harris has also

developed a series of new technologies to make the DX
Dcstim  irtually auto -serviceable. Digital serial adaptive

modulation D. monitors each serial modulation encoder
and RF power ifier module in the transmitter and makes
automatic adjustments. Parallel/serial intelligent control (P/SIC )

11111-

prkividt_ another level of redundancy. A full logic -level parallel

u-'
r7)

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

3

.(CLAtiacdv 2
GobVin2

Fully Integrated Databases

Automatic Interference Calculation

Real Time 3-D Displays

Used by the FCC

Find Available Frequencies Automatically

O Latest FCC, TIA, and ITU Standards Built -hi

O Frequency Range 20mHZ to 40gHZ

O Cost Effective Mapping

4

r

Visit us at www.radiosoft.com (386) 426-2521

109 West Knapp Ave.  Edgewater  FL. 32132

control system is overlaid with a
microprocessor -based serial con-
trol system. Additional options will
allow transmitter control through a
PC, a network or over the Internet.
Either control system can inde-
pendently run the transmitter if the
other is out of service

800-622-0022; fax 513-459-3890
www.harris.com, broadcastaharrls.com

Cycle (263) on Free Into Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Sound cards
AudioScience
Booth R1983
ASI4312 and ASI4334: The Audi -

()Science ASI4300 family of digital
audio adapters enables single sam-
ple rate recording and reproduc-
tion of MPEG Layer 2 digital audio
on the PC platform. Features in-
clude four stereo streams of simul-
taneous playback, mixed to two
(ASI4312) or four (ASI4334) stereo
physical outputs; one stereo stream
of record selectable from one
(ASI4312) or three (AS14334) ste-
reo feedthrough inputs; program-
mable global sample rate of 8kHz
to 50kHz in 100Hz steps; two bal-
anced stereo analog outputs and
three balanced stereo analog in-
puts; 20 -bit oversampling A/D and
D/A converters? 8MB DRAM: and
programmable non-volatile mem-
ory. Formats include MPEG Layer
2 and 16 -bit PCM.

302-324-5333
fax 302-738-9434

www.auiiascience.con
sales@audioscience.com

Circle (253; cr Foe Into Card
or go to www.berad o.com
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Plug N Play 151
The latest in digital and RF technology
combined with Broadcas-. Electronics' exciter
technology-accepts analog or digital input (AES/EBU,
SPDIF, TOSLINK) from an STL, ISDN or direct feed.

Plug N Play 1000
All -new PNP 1000 produces 1000 watts of super clean FM signal from any
analog or digital source. Easily rack mounted and easy on the budget.

Digital CaUtast
The new digital version of our popular Ceicast transmitter _s easier
to use, lighter and more rugged. Just turn it on and go!

See MARTI's new digital transmitter line at NAB 2001,
Broadcast Electronics' booth R2505.

(817) 645-9163
2001 Encrodrost Elecoonics, Ini .Aarti s o registered trodemorli of Brooccost Electronics, Inc 301BEIVRWD

Circle (139) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.ccm



upgrade package
Satellite Export
and Engineering
Booths T434,
0D410

V Patriot 3.8 meter antenna: A C/Ku high-

efficiency satellite antenna, the Patriot 3.8 meter
antenna features a 16 petal design for high accu-

racy with low transportation costs. Mounting options
include Az/El fixed, polar mount and king post. The Patriot
3.8 is ideal for educational, business, data and voice
applications. Additional features include 125 mph wind

loading (survival) and
surface tolerance within
.02 inches. The antenna is
compliant with FCC spec
29-25 Log 0 for 2° spacing.
The entire antenna is
powder -coat painted. The
Patriot 3.8 has an in -ground
mast foundation and offers

an optional pipe stand with bolt and template kit. The
Company is offering special package pricing for radio
stations on the solid -aluminum Patriot 3.8 meter antenna.

800-470-3510; fax 517-629-6690
www.sepatriot.com; infc@sepatriot.com

Circle (275) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Vadis DC II enhancements
Klotz Digital
Booths R2963, M9071

ADAT module and GPI Ethernet interface: With a
single optical connection containing eight .nput or output
channels in ADAT format, the Klotz V-252 ADAT module
eliminates eight AES in-
put and eight AES out-
puts between ADAT ma-
chines and the VADIS
D.C. II mixing con-
sole. Connect-
ed via fiber
optic cable.
ADAT-format equip-
ment and \ADIS D.C. II con-
soles can now accept and transmit
signals via one I/O module. The v -5.32E GPI unit can be
used to remote control external equipment and allow
external equipment to directly control the D.C. II console.
The V -532E GPI unit has 32 relay contact closure outputs
and 32 earth -free optocoupler inputs. There is a selection
and adjustment to the trigger characteristics for each input
and output ranging from constant closure and pulse
positive/negative to edge positive negative definitions.

678-966-9900: fax 678.966-9903
www.klotzdigital.com: sales@klotzdigibl.com

Circle 12371 on Free Info Card or go tc wwtA.3eradto corn

PROPHET
Al WV

PROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations
877/ 774-1010
www.prophetsys.com
sales@prophetsys.com

SYSTEMS INNOVATIONS

NexGen
ik IN.e2l 111M-111

Another NexGen Digital System is Installed.
What do Clear Channel,
CBS/Infinity, Sirius Satellite
Radio, and the largest private
group of stations in Mexico
have in common?

NexGen Digital.

What sets Prophet Systems apart from our competitors?

Our attitude towards service and support!

NexGen Digital, the latest generation in a long line of
cutting -edge digital audio systems.

Stop ny NAB BoAth #112115

U GO PR°4111=111111111==
Circle (140) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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AT CCA You HAVE THE POWER!

COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATES. INC. PH:770.964.3530 Fx:770.964.2222

AT CCA YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT YOU HAVE THE POWER

OF OUR COMMITMENT TO QUALITY, VALUE AND SU'ERIOR SERVICE.

YOU HAVE THE POWER OF HONEST PRICING THAT IS BASED ON OUR

COST TO MANUFACTURE, NOT THE VOLUME OF BUSINESS THAT YOU

DO WITH OUR COMPANY EACH YEAR.

YOU HAVE THE POWER TO CHOOSE YOUR OWN LEVEL OF DISCOUNT.

AT CCA ALL OF OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE THE POWER OF OUR RESPECT.

YOU HAVE THE POWER OF A 3 -YEAR WARRANTY AND 24 -HR SUPPORT,

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR CHRISTIAN AND EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS!

GROUNDED GRID FM TRANSMI-TERS

SOLID STATE/GROUNDED GRID FM TRANSMITTERS

PLATE MODULATED AM AND SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTERS

DIGITAL SOLID STATE AM AND SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTERS

ANTENNAS, TOWERS, TRANSMISSION LINE, INPUT EQUIPMENT,

MONITOR AND CONTROL, LTU/ATU, GENERATORS AND BUILDINGS

SEE OUR "No HAGGLE" PRICE LIST AT WWW.CCA.WS
Circle (141) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.con



Born free.

RemoteMix Wireless Phone
Phone Line Jack Headset Jack

Raptor One
Audio Interface

JK Audicim

It( mote broadcasts over a cell phone? No probler. This little block

bo converts the 2.5mm headset jack on your cell phone to a

m)dular RJ-11 jack, which connects directly to an JK Audio

ft( moteMix series mixer. Use your wireless phone to dial or answer

Ora call - use the microphone and headphones plugged into your

RemoteMix during the call. It's never been so easy to be so free. RemoteMix Series

JK Audio Toll Free f USA & Canada): 800-552-8346  NAB Booth RI833
Tel: 815-786-2929 Fax: 815-786-8502  vivpaikaudio.com

REMOTE BROADCAST GE4i,

Circle (142) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Try to control yourself...

.11

Remote Facilities Controller

control transmitter from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured, affordable. reliable

integrated rack panel

Intelligent Rack Adapter

parallel printer interface

internal modem for data

front panel status indicators

battery backed power supply

rack mountable chassis (1U)

Dual Channel Audio Failsafe

provides contact closure on loss of audio

adjustable from 7 seconds to 4.5 minutes

monitors two audio channels

integrated rack panel

cost-effective, reliable

Sine Syslern,
tennessee  615 228.3500 voice  615 227.2393 'ax -on -demand  www sonesystem.,

Circle (143) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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INN
Facility-

maragement
software

Xytech Systems
63

S Version 4.0: Alleattnodules
comprising EMS 2000 Version 4.0 pro-
vide enhancements in functionality.
flexibility and ease of use. The dupli-
cation. vault. and shipping modules

1

. ....
IIUMPEMIMI

.7 jillinir?
have been refined to provide more
comprehensive searthing techniques
and smoother data entry flow. Im-
proved integration between these
three modules also makes entering
and tracking the status of all tapes and
dubs easier. Drag -and -drop capabilities
help companies manage the usage of
personnel, equipment and confer-
ence rooms. The user-friendly mod-
ule allows users to quickly view
general facility usage on a daily,
weekly, and monthly basis and track
overall usage of resources by clients
and projects over time

818-767-7400; fax .318-'67-7430
www.xytechsy5:em s.corn
int oti) xytechsystems.con

Circle 1279) on Free I iro Card
or go to www.berado.com

WHO WILL WIN?

Coming in June
www.beradio.com



Solid-state FM dual transmitter system
Nautel

00o t'
to

rtTn

A Q40: The
dual configura-
tion Q40 with a
44kW capability

1 offers a practical
solid-state trans-
mitter for high -
power FM sta-
tions. Overall ef-

ficiency of (j8 i0 keeps operating costs and cooling require-
ments at a minimum. The built-in redundancy and dupli-
cation features contribute to exceptionally high on -air
reliability. Broadband RF Power Modules and switching
Power Supply Modules are on -air serviceable. Low Voltage
Power Supplies are duplicated, and duplication of the
digital exciter. IPA and IPA power supply are available.
902-823-2233; fax 902-823-3183; www.nautel.com; Info@nautel.com

Circle (273) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradlo.com

FM transmitter
Marti Electronics
Booth 82505
PNP1000: This 1kW transmitter with built in exciter uses
much of the proven technology already available in
products like the PNP150, the FX50 FM exciter, the C series
solid-state FM transmitters and the FM105 solid-state 10kW
transmitter. The PNP1000 is a rack -mountable single box
that provides excellent performance. Because of its com-
plete frequency agility without the need for any field
tuning, it is great for use as a back up transmitter for a single
station or station group. It also offers performance on a
level that can be used as the primary transmitter in any
competitive market. The PNP1000 accepts virtually any
type of input including AES/EBU, left and right analog
audio. composite, S/PDIF or optical.

817-645-9163; fax 817-641-3869
www.martielactronics.com: marti@flash.net

Circle (271) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.corn
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today's broadcast, production and
using the highest
intensive burn -in

quality

Audio routing
Leitch
Booth I.8720
A Distribution
amplifiers: This
line of distribution
amplifiers is de-
signed to meet the
requirements of

telecom industry. By
components together with an

process, Leitch offers an exceptional
product with unequaled features. Leitch distribution
amplifiers include reliable switching power supplies that
operate at all world power standards and mounting
frame:: that allow redundant power supplies for hill
backup in critical situations.
800-23--9673; fax 757-548-4088; www.leitch.com: leitch@leitch.com

Circle (268) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

`Video
illed the

radio star"

Witness the
esurrection...

www.musicmusicmusic.com

Breathing life
ack into radio...

 Database
 Music on Your Web Site

 Ready To Go Radio

Geri Rockstein
Director, Broadcast Division
geri@musicrr usicmusic .com

phone (416) 537-2165
www.musicmusicmusic.corn

Show (Booth it1:12081)

www.beradio.com

Circle (144) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio corn
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ing
the

state 201(X' FM
ground up to be a

combiner and single

11111111Mill

the final combiner to allow the

Solid-state FM
transmitter
Broadcast Electronics
Booths R2505,
i6126
V FM2OS: A solid -

transmitter designed from the
stand-alone unit. The internal
integral controller make the

FM2OS a cost-effec-
tive option for high -
power solid-state
FM applications.
This design is based
on the FM10S,
10kW solid state FM
transmitter. The
FM2OS has a high
level of redundancy,
and offers the ca-
pability of bypass -

transmitter to be on
air at 10kW in cast' of an emergency.

217-224-9500: fax 217-224-9607
www.bdcast.com: bdcast@bdcast.com

Circle (254) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Equipment carrying case
Sonic Sense
Booth R1752

SoniCase: Con-
structed using double lay-
ers of 1,000 denier Cordura
fabric, the SoniCase is an
equipment carrying case
designed for use by loca-
tion -recording profession-
als. The weather -resistant
enclosure provides stor-
age and protection for a
full-size portable DAT re-
corder, two rechargeable
batteries, a microphone
preamp, microphones, cables, and other accessories. Dou-
ble -protection against the elements is afforded by a full -
coverage rain fly, which opens to reveal transparent plastic
windows safeguarding the gear inside. The windows, when
shut, keep moisture out while maintaining unobstructed
front panel visibility of components stored on the SoniCase's
four shelves. Durable '/4 -inch padding lines the interior of
the SoniCase throughout. A padded shoulder strap is
included with each case. as is a securing waistband.

877-324-4463: fax 303-753-0817
www.sonicsense.com

Circle (276) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com

Download the BE Radio FASTtrack into your Palm computer. Go to www.beradio.com.

Para Hablar Espanol
Favor Harr a Ines

Garcia, Jose Campos,
0 correo-electronico

igarca@proaudo.com
jcampos@proaudio.com

.

._ .

page can be s ,

COMP

111111V 1111111 11111%,

SUN RADIO
Ar..

otArifion:
SOUND SYSTEM,

sir

r P

AB Booth #2929

DISTRIBUTORS OF PROFESSIONAL AUDIO & BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
With ever 300 vendors at our fingertips, CROUSE-KIMZEY can meet all your broadcast and audio needs.

At CROUSE-KIMZEY, we strive for customer service excellence -it's what sets us apart!
MAIN OFFICE (800)433-2105 ANNAPOLIS (800) 955-6800

COLORADO SPRINGS 800 257-6233 MID -AMERICA 877 223-2221
Circle (145) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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On -demand Web service
musicmusicmusic
Booth R2081
Live at the BBC in Concert: The Live

at the BBC in Concert series is available
for streaming through niusicmusicmu-
sic in North America. Internet listeners
can choose what concert they want to
hear when they want to hear it. The
series features exclusive live record-
ings of some of the greatest bands in
music history. Stations can stream the
one -hour segments online through their
own websites and sell advertising within
the program. A station -branded player
is also available. Agreements are
market exclusive

416-537-2165: fax 416-537.2510
www.musicmusicmusic.com
gen@musicmusicmusic.com
Circle (272) on Free Info Card

or go to www.beradio.com

Wireless reciever
Electro-V oice
Booth 18763

A N/DYM SCU receiver. The SCU
wireless receiver includes such inno-
vations as ClearScan Auto Channel
Select and 10 -channel frequency agil-
ity. New features found on the SCI
receiver include detachable anten-
nas, and RF and audio level metering.
In addition, the SCU receiver ships
with rack -mount hardware. The SCI
receiver is compatible with all EX'

NI/DYM transmitters. ClearScan Auto
Channel Select fully automates the
process of channel selection and sys-
tem set-up. Operation in the UHF
frequency band is further enhanced
by the secure -phase diversity system
for dear and drop -out free audio. In
addition, the N,'DYM SCU wireless
receiver can be used with the APDY
antenna splitter to run up to four
receivers from two antennas and one
power supply.

800-392-3497: fax 616-695-1304
www.electrovoice.com
pro.sound@telex corn

Circle (261) on Free Ilto Card
or go to www.beradlo.coirn

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Long} -Rice Dyer 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, PTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datebases...and more!

oftApirTEInIMMUIEME
software

.11,ng

800-743-3E84  www.v-soft.com
See Us At NAB. Booth tt R38'8
Circle (146) on Free Info Card

or go to www.beradio.com

eframplete
Solution...

for stare of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Ma.iager.
DataLine & Data Works Systems

Call for All the Details !

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassos'.corn

POWER
AMPLIFIERS

0- MINI al=
JIIImaybr

from 150 watts

CI ism
11111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111

to 3 kilowatts
Reliable, rugged, cost-effective

Our amplifier modules can be found in
mary transmitters made by Harris Broadcast

( ontinental Electronics, CCA, CBC etc.
Call us for repairs or replacements.

Silicon ValleyPOW E -R
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People Phone 408 986 9700 Fax 408 986 143,

www.beraC i0.com

Circle (147) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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Digital broadcast
delay
TC Electronic
Booths R2101,
M9639
V D22 II: An en-

hanced version of the original D22 digital delay
designed for the broadcast industry, this delay

offers up to double the delay time of the original
delay per channel (now 2600ms on two channels with

JIM
441IArom.

1114,011 11Ia

3.6 Frms
Otiitlffehl 14

MEW

max. delay of 60 frames). It also features 24 -bit
AD/DA converters, as well as a compliment of digital
I Os including, AES/EBU, S/PDIF, and Wordclock

75f/. The D22 Digital Broadcast Delay II pro-
,earnless delay updating. Internal Sample rates
I kHz and 48kHz are supported with external

rate, of 32, 44.1 and 48kHz. Programmable setups can be
stored for total instant recall. The D22 digital broadcast
delay II can display time in frames, sub -frames, millisec-
onds and sub -milliseconds (0.1 ms increments), and offers
tap delay time with online or preview modes.

805-373-1828; fax 805-379-2648
www.tcelectronic.com; Info@tcelectronic.com

Circle (278) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Cable connectors and bulld-eads
Neutrik
Booths R2130, L11636
110. BNC 7511 connecters and bulkheads The 75(1
cable connector series offers a push-pull version that
simplifies assembly
and requires only a
center contact crimp
die after cable prep-
aration. It also
includes screw lock
cable retention.
Accessories include
color -coded boots in stan-
dard resistor colors and three
transparent colors. Screen and jacket crimp technology
prevent an exposed grounding braid on cab_e assem-
blies. The Neurik BNC 751 impedance buldaead jacks
recessed versions are availa:lle in nickel or Slack hous-
ings and fit in the standard D series hole cutout. Each
variant has the same specifi.mtions with their oven special
features. Features include electrical performance to 3GHz,
true 7512 impedance, few: -1 lossNSWR data, stainless
steel Optalloy-plated grourd contact, and gold-plated
center con:acts.

732-901-9L88; tax 732-901-9608
www.neutrikasa corn; info@neutrikusa.com

Circle (274) on Free Into Cr rd or go to www.beradio.com

rh,11-4F11Pecialtiete

 f
WA(

Pk/

EAST:
WEST:

Pittsburgh 724-733-1994, Philadelphia
California -North 888-737-7321, South

NORTHWEST: Seattle
SOUTHWEST: Texas 80o-537-1801,

CENTRAL: Missouri
SOUTH: Florida,

888-260-9298
800-346-6434
800-735-7051
888-839-7373
80o-467-7373
80o-476-8943

riOiRF 6pecialtiec'
www.rfspec.cc m

"RF is GOOD for "ou!"
Circle (149) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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per Telephoneaudio tap
JK Audio

Booth R1833
Voice Path: Routes the audio from

any telephone into your FC sou id
card. the attached cables ccnnect di-
rectly -to the in and out jacks on ycur
sound card. Use your PC software to

record, ed_t, and then

Flay ycur
comers a -
:ion back
into the
phone line.
Works w.th
analog and

digit.1 phone systems, ISDN and single
or n.ilti-line phones and ?BX. No
Batte---,es or AC needed. Once installed,
Voice Path continuously routes both
sides of your conversation to the mic
input of your PC sound card. A switch
on the back of Voice Path allows you
selec between the three basic types of
hand: microphone; electret, dynam-
ic, ard carbon. Signal level to the PC
soun, card is also adjustah c.

800-552-8346; fax 815-786-8502
www.jkaudio.com; info@jkaadio.com
Cir-Se 4265) on Free Info Carc or go to

www.beradio.com

handset

Porta31e audio codec
AETI. Audio
Bout k R2752
Scoop E -Z: A portable audio codec
for outside broadcasts, the Scoop
E -Z i5 capable of using anaLog (POTS)
and c ig2;ital (ISDN) telephone networks.
nma_sat (satellite) terminals rid broad-

casts benefit from the maximum band-
widthavailable. If broadcasts requ:re
GSM,""Jcireless remotes, they can be
done using the Scoop E -Z with an
upgn_ :le. Audic interfaces include a
two -channel audio mixer; v(:A: corn-
press:_.r and limiter selectable; mic sup-
plies: Ph48, Ph12 or T12, high sensitivAy
VU or Peak LED metering; two micro!
line: Two XLR plug and two head-

' ," jack, adjustable output
973-659-0555; fax 973-655-9555

wimu.aetausa.com; info@aetat.sa.com
Cirle 4250) on Free Info Card or go to

www.beradio.com

Routing controllers
Logitek
Booth R2147

Route3
Vroute: Router con-
trollers for the Logitek Audio Engine (a digital audio mixer router) include
the Route3 and Vroute. Route3 is a rack -mounted routing controller that gives
full input selection control for three devices with a simple, easy -to -learn
interface. The same labels that display on any Logitek Control Surface are
displayed in the Route3 LCD window. The Vroute is a PC version of the
Route3. Vroute gives full menu selection control for one to 12 Audio Engine
outputs with a simple point -and -click interface.

877-231-5870; fax 713-664-4479; www.logitekaudio.com: infologitekaudio.com
Circle (269) on Free Info Card or go :o www.beradio.com

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa com/103

NeumannIUSA i1
91

r ion
Telepione 860 424 52211  FAX 860 .:. 3 4.11S 8

Circle (152) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Transmitter
remote control
system
Burk Technology
11(toth 81805

ARC Plus: The MC Plus transmitter
remote control system provides ultra fast re-

sponse, more sites and an enhanced feature set.
It's 60 times faster for instantaneous updates and

still provides the ability to connect more sites than before.

The unit is available in dial -up, full-time and
mq-site configurations. The ARC Plus is flexi-
bleMOd expandable, with the ability to control
from the front panel. Included are options of
telephone access and computer control for walk-

away operations. Also available is the ESI-ESP Spanish -
language speech interface and the ARC -16 ESP with
displays in Spanish.

800-255-8090; fax 978-486-0081
www.burk.com; control@burk.com

Circle (255) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

ItMary phase converter
Kay Industries
Booth R2134

Phasemaster
Type T -R: This
Rotary Phase Con-
verter installs in
minutes and oper-
ates any three-
phase transmitter
from a one -phase
supply. Operating
on a one -phase
rate structure us-
ing a phase con-
verter eliminates the demand charges common to utility
three-phase rates. The signature feature of the Phasemas-
ter Type T -R is a load range controller that enables the
converter to maintain a balanced voltage within three
percent to all types of broadcast transmitters, including
DTV, regardless of power requirements. The Type T -R
converter also features built-in disconnect switch, fuses,
terminal blocks and surge protection that enable the
installer to hook up the converter in minutes. It is

designed for a simple "two wires in, three wires out"
installation.

41

800-348-5257; fax 219-289-5932
www.kayind.com
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Since
1979 Mager
Systems has
been designing and
fabricating exquisite
custom studio furniture for the broa .ustry nationwide.
Our unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood
premium construction. 3D drawings and design. delivery and
installation. Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on
solid surface tops exclusively, that will long out last wood
edges and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every
budget from economy to showplace. We
know the broadcast industry is changing
everyday, so, if you haven't looked at
Mager Systems lately, its time you checked to
see what we have new to offer like Turnkey
Prewirinq. Call us today and find out why Mager
Systems is the best in sound furniture.
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Designed,

Fabricated,

Delivered

and Installed

21602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1

Phoenix, Ari2one 85024

TEL: 623-7E-0-0045

FAX: 623-760-9860

www.magersystems.com

mager@magersystems.com

Circle (132) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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FM AntennasMedium power circularpolarization
AntennasFMcircularLow power

polaar-izsatiori
S 1 $690 41. -vv GP -1 $350 1 5Kw
SGF1-2 $2,690 81<vv- GP -2 $1,350 3Kw
SGY"-3 $3,595 101<vv GP -3 $ 1 ,900 5Kw
SGF'-4 $4,500 101<w GE" -4 - $2,600 6Kw
SGF'-5
S GE" -6

$5,300
$6,100

101<w
101:vv

GP -5GP -6 $3,150$3,700 6Kw6kw
FM AntennasEducational circularpola.rization

MP -1
MP -2
MP -3
MP -4
MF*2 -4
MF'3 -5
MF'3 -6

$250
$680
$980$1,280
$1,820$2,270
$2,740

0.6Kvv
0_ 8Kw
0_ 8Kw
0 _ 81<vv

2Kvv3Kw
3kw

Other power configurations contact OMB America

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112

1
' Miami, Fl. 33122

Te1:305-477 0974
Fax:305-4770611
ombusa@bellsouth.com

www.omb.com
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Audio logging
recorder
independent
Audio/Sonifex
Booth R3102

V Net -Log Logger: Designed to be operated
and controlled by PCs on a network, Net -Log

combines the reliability of a dedicated hardware
recorder with the flexibility of editing and playout over

a network. It can record four mono or two
stt reo audio streams for playback using TCP/IP. Audio is
enc(Kled in mpeg layer two format and written to a large
30:33 or larger internal EIDE hard disk drive. Audio can be
recorded at a different bit -rate for each stereo pair, allowing
for regulatory low -quality recording of several days duration
and high -quality re -broadcast recording on one machine.

207-773-2424; fax 207-773-2422
www.independentaudio.com
info@ independentaudio.com
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Audio codec
Audio Processing Technology
Booth R3015

WorldNet Rio -X21: A full duplex multi -channel,
multi -algorithm audio codec, the WorldNet Rio -X21 of-
fers 20- and 24 -bit operation. A single Motorola DSP56300
device provides increased stereo and mono audio chan-

nel capability and simultaneous full duplex operation.
With the ability to deliver high quality audio found in
inter studio networking, remote/outside broadcasts and
STL/TSL applications, the WorldNet Rio -X21 is suitable
for use in AM, FM, DAB and other broadcast environ-
ments. The available audio bandwidths range from
3.581kHz to 22.856kHz when set for mono operation.
When the unit is interfaced with an X21 formatted digital
telecom network, the input/output data rates range from
64khit/s tlrough to 576.6kbit/s. The WorldNet Rio is fully
software driven, controlled and monitored through the
front pane- keyhoard and LCD display.

+44 28 9037 1110: fax +44 28 9037 1137
www.aptx.com: salesusa@aptx.com

Circle (252) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Broadcast Intelligence.
Digital audio that makes sense.

Pushing the boundaries of broadcasting with
smart innovations.

SMARTCASTER X-2 Series
Dual Processor Automation

Voice Tracking

SMARTCASTER's new user-
friendly screens

www.smart sbroadcast.com
800-498-0487
2508 West Meal Street. PO Box 284
Emmetsburg. lowe USA 50536

5177/41q7-5
Broadcast Systems
Visit SMARTS at NAB!

Booth # R3024

Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors

Circle (153) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Software
LS telcom
Booth R671
110. CHIRplus_BC: This
software product re-
flects all modem as-
pects of efficient RF
network design. Be-
sides basic field strength
predictions using dif-
ferent propagation
models, CHIRplus_BC also supports a variety of features
such as a complex interference analysis, a detailed frequen-
cy scan and an extensive network processor. In addition to
the mature analog FM and TV modules, the digital extension
modules for DAB and DVB are also a highlight.

+49 7227 9535 0; fax 49 7227 9535 75
www.LStelcom.com; hross@LStelcom.com

Circle (270) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradlo.com

Digital business appliances
Antex Electronics
Booth R2033
Media Client: These products are designed to manage the
delivery, storage, and processing of video, audio, and data content. The Media Client can perform the playback and
recording of audio and video, and process the delivery of a real-time Internet broadcast (streaming). The Media Client
can serve as a self-sufficient, full -function media workstation, or multiple Media Client terminals can be incorporated
into a IAN, WAN or Internet configuration to facilitate a worldwide media ( ita deliver. storage, and playback network.

800-338-4231; fax 310-532-8509; www.antex.com: sales@antex.com
Circle (251) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com

Digital audio multi -pair cable
Gepco International
Booth L1185.,

55966FG: This
series featurzs
12.3MHz band-
width, ultra -low attenuation and fitter, mechan-
ical stability, and a precision 11011 impedance. *\

Optimized for 96kHz bandwidth requirements, 559(4:WC is
also ideal for extended dis-ance uns of 44.1kHz o:- 18kHz
formats. The ultra -low atteruatior an lion .mpodancr
enable longer runs. The 5596GFC muki-pair Mies
available in four -pair, eight -pair, and twelve -pair conlgua.-
tions. All have stranded 24 -gauge oxygen -free conauctors
insulated with Gepco's T165 delectric compound. The
impedance of 5596GFC remains consistent across the entire
operating bandwidth (100kHz to 12.3MHz), while attenua-
tion at 12MHz is 2.1dB (per 100').

800-966-0069; fax 847-795-8770
www.gepco.com; gepco@gepco.com

Circle (262) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Modulation Monitors

Digital STL / TSL Systems

Low Power Transmitters

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Traismitters

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (856) 629-1751

Emergency Service (856) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
Circle (154) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Report

Sonifex Courier
By Alan Van Zelfden

The onifex Courier is a portable bard disk -based
recorder that is a beauty to behold and a cinch to
use. Introduced in late 1998, the Courier has been

used by broadcast news departments and independent
sound recordists across the United States as a replacement
for portable DAT and cassette recorders.

I learned about the Courier in mid -1999 when I began
searching for a portable digital recorder that I could take
on location to independently produce documentaries and
short news clips. My
primary objective was
to find a machine that
was dependable, easy
to use, offered top-
notch audio and would
not be rendered im-
mediately obsolete by
advancing technology.

Performance
 Field-upgradeable software
 Supports multiple audio formats
 Easy to use
 Readily available recording media
 RS-23 communication
 Interfaces to audio editors

I dismissed DAT be-
cause the medium was
not conducive to re-2viewing and editing
sound files in the field.

My only other options were MiniDisc and hard disk -based
recorders. After researching the Courier, which can record
hours of uncompressed audio via Type II and III PCMCIA
cards, it became evident that portable disk -based recording
was the technology I wanted.

Only a handful of manufacturers currently offer porta-
ble disk -based recorders. Designed to be carried by a
shoulder strap, each compact recorder is geared toward
digital news gathering. I chose the Courier based on a
ratio of benefits to price.
Featuring an aerodynamic body that looks as though it

were developed in a wind tunnel, the Courier packs a lot
in its lightweight plastic shell. Easily accessible on the front
panel are the customary controls-power, record, pause,
rewind, forward, battery and disk check, stop, mark, and
volume. There is also a confidence monitor button that
allows you to ensure audio is actually being recorded.

The left side of the machine has a DC port to run the
Courier from AC power, an RS -232 port to transfer files to
a PC, an optional ISDN slot for sending audio files by
telephone and the PC card slot. The right side features a
headphone volume knob and 'A" headphone jack, two
XLR mic/line-inputs. two XLR line -outputs and an AES3

output. The Courier's camcorder -style battery clicks into
a port on the back of the unit.

When harnessed in the carrying case, the Courier is a
pleasure to use in the field. Hanging from the shoulder
strap, the case allows the user to access the machine's
entire front and top editing panels while recording. The
case also has drawstring enclosures on both sides through
which to run mic, power and headphone cords to the
Courier while it is securely protected by the ballistic -

strength canvas.
The carrying case even sports an addi-

tional cargo area, partitioned by a stiff
divider, that can be outfitted with addi-
tional supplies such as a battery pack,
spare PC cards and a sandwich for those
really long, on -location assignments.

Setup and go
Before beginning an assignment, the

machine's recording format must be set.
The Courier's set-up menu groups the

relevant audio settings, which are labeled with names such
as CD Quality, FM Quality and AM Quality. Users can
rename the formats or create other recording combinations
and give them personalized labels.
Any of these settings can be edited on a PC through the

supplied software and then downloaded to the recorder
via the RS -232 connector. The Courier supports both linear
(no compression), .WAV, and MPEG layer 2 (compressed)
and raw .MP2 audio file formats, with sample rates ranging
from 8kHz to 48kHz in either mono or stereo.

Recording is initiated by engaging the record button.
The machine's autolock feature disables all other front-
panel controls, except the level control, during record-
ing. Each time the record button is disengaged, the
Courier creates what it calls a cut. To avoid needlessly
short cuts, engaging the rec-pause button halts recording
without generating a new cut.

One of my first recording assignments led me to the
Texas -Mexico border to interview a woman who was
helping feed and clothe the poor. For three days I followed
her about her duties, recording interviews on the run with
a handheld mic and, when time permitted, rigging subjects
with a wireless lapel mic. Rarely did I take the Courier from
its bag, instead opting to use the bag's side entry ports.

I trusted my sound files to a 1GB Type III PC card.
Technology has increased the capacity of PC cards and
made them increasingly affordable. The same manufactur-
er now makes a 2GB Type II card (which is more compact
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SONIRNIX C O U Ft I E F.?

... PLAT MAID STOW

The transport controls and display.

than a Type III
card) for thesame

price. The Couri-
er can use either
card format.

When I returned
from the border assignment, I popped the Type III card into
a PC card reader installed in my computer. Once the PC card
registers on my desktop, I open the recorded material via my
sound editor. An hour-long sound recording takes approx-
imately a minute to open. Once the file is in my sound editor,
I erase the PC card.

The side panel has power, serial data and ISDN jacks. The PC
card slot accepts Type II or Type Ill cards.

PC card readers are inexpensive and readily available,
both as internal and external peripherals. Which brings me
to a crucial reason I chose a disk -based recorder over DAT
or MiniDisc: PC card drives are standard operating equip-
ment on portable notebook computers. Eventually, I will
purchase a notebook, which will allow me to upload audio
files on location, immediately begin editing and free up
valuable hard disk space. Although I have never used DAT,
everyone I've talked to, and research I've read, indicates
that transferring DAT files to a PC consumes copious time.

In an effort to keep the Courier flexible and competitive,
Sonifex periodically updates the machine's operating
software and posts the updates on the company's web -

site. Twice I have
downloaded updat-
ed software. In an
era where a particu-
lar technology can
be outdated almost
as soon as it is re-

Sonifex
P 207-773-2424

207-773-2422

www.sonifex.co.uk

111 info@independentaudio.com

leased, it's reassuring to know that my recorder will not
soon suffer such a fate.
Alan VanZelklen is an independent producerandjoumalist in Dallas.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature for
radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at
a radio station, production facility or consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.
It the responsibilityof BE Radio to publish the results of anydevice
tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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or go to www.beradio.com
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50 YEARS OF CASE AND PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

Protecting valuable equipment is what we do

Whether your application calls for one enclosure or many, we
can support your engineered needs. Consider this:

 We offer protective cases in deep drawn aluminum or
thermoformed and roto-molded polymers.

 Custom or stock, we offer many products off the shelf.

 We have a team of engineers to help brine your concept to
reah,

1-800-547-3960  www.zerocases.com
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid/Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

C COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF -EST EQUIPMENT F. COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland. OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.iet
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com L V A

www.beradio.com
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Reader Feedback

Don't delay codecs
haveI to comment on the Audio Codecs article in the

November 2000 issue. I agree that broadcasters today
never had it so good with on -demand, bi-directional
22kHz stereo digital service. The article would have
been greatly enriched if the author had taken a look at
the apt -X codec algorithm; a coding solution that has
been universally accepted as probably the best there is.
In terms of signal delay, it
made me grimace when I
looked at some of the de-
lay figures in the table. I
pity the interviewer with
some of those quoted de-
lays. Equally, what about
the poor presenter expect-
ed to monitor the backhaul
leg or off -air feed from a
transmitter with an STL co-
dec in addition to a codec
with some of those quoted
delays. I believe that 20ms delay is about just how much
delay a person can reasonably handle.

In live scenarios, where program continuity is desirable,
delay is crucial. In a 15kHz stereo circuit, the standard
apt -X algorithm will introduce 7.5ms delay, while the new
enhanced version of apt -X reduces the delay to 6ms. It
gets even better for 22kHz stereo where delay is a mere
2.5ms, now improved to 2ms.

What happens to the codec when the data network
nasties rear their ugly heads? Some codecs just lie down
and mute. Apt -X can soldier on, securely delivering
acceptable audio even with 1 bit error in 1,000.

How does the audio stand up to additional passes of
coding, especially with algorithms with compression
ratios greater than 4:1? The effects of concatenation or
tandem coding must be considered when the same audio
file is expected to endure further stages of compression.
It is widely accepted that 4:1 is a fairly safe bet if further
coding is anticipated. One apt -X user is happy for me to
quote that on occasions he has successfully subjected his
audio to some forty passes of coding. A
mighty boast, but it makes the point
that, when it comes to repeatability
apt -X is the best.

Fred Wylie
technical consultant

Audio Processing Technology
Belfast, Ireland
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Popular parasitics
John Battison:
I was just looking through my new issue of BE Radio [RF

Engineering, January 2001]. Great article on parasitic
radiators. Very interesting stuff. I always look forward to
reading your articles.

Arnie Clawson
Chief Engineer

Clear Channel Communications
Ashland, OH

John Battison:
With great interest I just read your article about Parasitic

Radiators. I am a very active ham radio operator and very
much interested in the low bands, especially 160 meter.
We just finished a contest

on the 160m band last
weekend. We used a porta-
ble setup with military sur-
plus mast that consisted of
two verticals spaced
130 feet apart, 70 feet high
with 3 top loading wires
45 feet long and a slope
angle of 45 degrees. For the
switching we used a home -
built hybrid coupler to make
the artificial delay to switch
it in three directions: infire, endfire and broadside. These
are shunt -fed, grounded verticals. In this case, we used a
slant -feed system 11 feet high and 11 feet out of the
vertical. An omega capacitor system with two vacuum
variables were used for the tuning network.

After some fine tuning, I was able to get both towers to
1:1 SWR. The front -to -back ratio on this array was amazing;
about 35dB.

I have shared the electronic version of your article with
my fellow ham radio amateurs on my

website at www.topband.net.
The website is devoted soley to
160 meter applications. Please
let me know what you think. I

welcome any advice you can offer.
Willem A. Angenent

K6NDV
Lancaster, CA
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE AT
www.fmamtv.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL RE  UESTS TO: transcom fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

300 W
I KW
I KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
3.8 KW
5 KW
6 KW
10KW
10KW
30 KW

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

988 Harris FM 300K Solid State Sgl. Phase
981 Harris FM IK Single Phase
978 RCA BTF 1E1
984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
976 Collins 83ID Single Phase
994 Continental 8141 -Solid State, Sgl. Muse
967 Collins 830E
994 Henry 6000D Single Phase
995 QEI FM QI0, 000B -Single Phase
974 Harris FMIOH/K
995 S/B FMQ 30,000B-1

I KW AM 976 Harris MWI
I KW AM 981 Harris MWIA
I KW AM 981 Harris MWIA
I KW AM 981 Collins 828C-1
5 KW AM 977 Collins 828E-1
5 KW AM 982 Continental 315R -I
5 KW AM 980 CSI T5A
5 KW AM 980 Harris MW5A
10 KW AM 983 Continental 3I6F
10 KW AM 986 Harris MWIOB
25 KW AM 985 CSI T -25-A
50 KW AM 978 Continental 317C -I
50 KW AM 982 Harris MW -50B
Belar AMM2B Mod Monitor (1200KHz)r O. Belar FM Mod Monitor
Beier FM Stereo Monitor
CRL SMP-900 AM Stereo Matrix Processor11 /MU
CRL MDF 800 Stereo De -Emphasis Filter

r.74 CRL SEC 800 Compressor
TFT AM Modulation Monitor (1990) 1200KHz

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361
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Delivered
and

installed
by

111.111
44TAwow

ill1111111111111111
-OF

E[111110LOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Malvern, PA 19355

L: 610-640-1229  FAX: 610-
emailma les@studotechnology.com
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Switcher tools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality, removable 1,0 connections. contact closures. serial remote control capabilities and
flexible mounting accessories.

CIPIIIM71111111111
SS 12.4

Active crosspoint switcher/router with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

IIMPIIIE111111111-11
SS 8.2

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.

2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

ACS 4.1
Active crosspoint switcher with 4 balanced.'
unbalanced stereo inputs and one stereo
output with Visual Audio Level Control.

411011111011111111r
8X2

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

ar11111111111111111F
10X1

Passive switcherrouter with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

111111mEMIMIF
8x1 DAS

Routes any one of eight AES'EBU digital
inputs to 3 common outputs.

6X1

Passive switcher/router with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

SM-6
Stereo mixer with 6 stereo inputs. a stereo
output and front panel on/off switches.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and a list of distributors!

3X2
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 sterec
inputs and 2 stereo outputs.

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.143NC
Passive switcher/router with 2 composite
audio. video. or AES. EBU inputs to 2
composite audio. video. or AES. EBU
outputs. or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switcherrouter with 2 stereo irmuts
to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com
Voice: 360 .854 .9559

Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

BROADCASTtools

A

L

L

E

Y

nvonve Problem Solving Tools Foi
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Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI -MIX 8A

Fig
--""'"'" "Wr e

flia. ca re:gs.-' 4e.

$2499
List

12 Stereo Inputs 2 Stereo Outputs
2 Dedicated Mikes 1 Mono Output

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years

MITOGRAMCORPORATION
1500 Capital Avenue (972) 424-8585
Plano, Texas 75074-8118 1-800-327-6901

FAX (972) 423-6334
infogautogramcorp.corn
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The DTMF-16 TouchTont Decoder

CircuitWerkes . 
,., with optional rack mount.

Decode Network Tones & More
The DTMF-16 is perfect for interfacing networks to your
automation, controlling remote satellite receivers,
repeaters and more. Connect it to an audio source and
its 16 outputs will operate whenever there's a tone.
With a list price of only $219, the compact & rugged
DTMF-16 can be put almost anywhere to provide the
remote controls that you need. For dial -up use, check
out our DR -10 remote control. If you need more info,
contact us or your favorite broadcast supplier.

%- Decodes al116 DTMF tones.

Bridging input & hi current
opto-isolated outputs.

Two tone decoder & anti-
falsing filter improve
reliability & versatility.

LED indicators for power &
DTMF detection.

Momentary or Interlocked
Latching output modes.

Silencer option removes all
DTMF tones from its
adjustable. balanced output.

TouchTme is a registered trademark of AT&T

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / Fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com
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When you require the ultimate in accurate timing

WII EN you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing look only
to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks &

Accessories have been the industry standard for
over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line

frequency accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can
drive digital or analog slave clocks, as well as
interface with video and/or computer based systems.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136
Fax: 310.322.8127
www.ese-web.com
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Ulril ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

ERI® 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road

Chandler, IN 47610
www.ERIinc.com
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www.mouser.com

MOUSER'ELECTRONICS
UI COMPANY 800-346-6873
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FM Antennas, Filters and Combiners

Model
6015
Panel
Antenna

 Superior Coverage

 Industry's Best
Performance Under
Icing Conditions

 Leading Edge Digital
Technology

 Industry Leader in
Special Elevation
Techniques, including
Halfwave Spacing and
Side Lobe Suppression

IBOC Filter Injectcr
Powerful  Compact  Lig -itweight

e
A Division of Howell Laboratories,hLabs°Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA

(207) 647-3327 1-888-SHIVELY
sales@shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -

FAX (207) 647-8273
www.shively.com
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wired to

be unwired.

Our Remote
,Sport Hybrid Mixer
is your best choice for

professional sports broadcasting.

Its compact design and combination

phone line/universal handset connection
provide unparalleled freedom and ease of

use. Plus, with the 2.5mm jack on newer

cellular phones, JK Audio gives you plug -
and -play for the play-by-play.

JK Audio REMOTE BROADCAST SEAR

Tall Free (USA A Canada): 800-552.8346  NAB Booth R1833
Tel: 815-186-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502  www.lkaedio.com
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TOWER
 Fabrication

 Service

Design

Engineering

Installation

 Maintenance
Swager is your

worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax
1-800-882-3414

cauDis7

SWAG ER
Communications, Inc.

P.O. Box 656
501 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone I-800-968-5601  219-495-2515

Fax 1-800-882-3414  219-495-4205
E-mail : sales@swagercom
Internet wwwswager.com
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FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

FMR Series

Circular polarization

Series fed element

Internal feed

Brass/Copper

construction

Excellent

bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540  FAX 814-472-5676

E-mail: psiba@surfshop.net

MoitMla
Operate From

Across the Desk or

Acrossihe TuOtthr...
001

6 Channel
Stereo Mixer

On Board CPU and RS -232 Port

*8 Presettable Macros / B HI Outputs

Computer Control or
Stand Alone Operation

Need Details? Call

Jim Withers 314-345-1030
www.radiomax.com

NAB Show
BOOTH 1158
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Complex problems...

WE SPECIALIZE IN RELIABLE.

COST EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS FOR

YOUR BROADCAST RELATED NEEDS.

AFS-2

CAS- I

TSN-3

ACU- I

DAI-2

TTI-2

MBC- I

RFC- I /e

TAS- I

AUDIO FAILSAFE

CON/AIR SWITCHER

THERMAL SENTRY III

AUDIO CONTROL UNIT

DIAL -UP AUDIO INTERFACE

TIME -TEMP -ID DELIVERY SYSTEM

MESSAGE BOARD CONTROLLER

REMOTE FACILITIES CONTROLLER

TELEPHONE ANNOUNCEMENT SYSTEM

Innovative solutions!
61  228  3500 (vox)
615  227  2367 (FAX)
www S I NESYSTEMS COM

46 Sine Systems
972 MAIN STREET  NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37206
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Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax It to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net
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Be cost-effective.

Expose your products and services to more than 14,034
potential buyers by advertising in hE Gallery.

For more details, call Steyr Bell, Global Sales Manager, at 913-967-1848
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL.

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIG'.

DEC

Surf

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

AV:id:0,1c in print. CD-ROM In- rill the && rl

Pike & Fischer, Inc.
,,it 1114, ,D ,111

err call 1-800-25544131 ext.23-'

JOHN H. BATITSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peona, Illinois 61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

I" PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21774

AppliedWireleSS
Resin McNamara
President & CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing options.

tel.: 301 865 1011
tan.: 301 865 4122
emaltkevmmcCappliedwireless.nc corn

wwwappliedwirelessinc corn

FOR SALE

AMPEX - ITC
SCULLY PARTS

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS

(800) 848-4428 Fax (408) 363-0957
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360 Systems 30 121 .. 818-991-0360 www.360systems.com Logitek MAP,34 125 800-23 -5810 www.logitekaudio.com
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The Byte

Accelerated aging
By Skip Pizzi, contributing editor

Recently, while helping my son excavate the arche
ological site known as his room, I unearthed an
old magazine. Its cover carried a date of Septem-

ber 2000, providing a handy identifier for the age of the
particular strata we were working on at
the time. Saved from the trouble of
Carbon-14 dating the artifact, we cele-
brated by taking a break from our work.
I picked up the magazine and quickly
flipped through it, and I encountered an
even more interesting discovery.

The publication was focused primarily on streaming
media issues, and it immediately struck
me how many of the advertisements it
contained were for companies that
either no longer existed or weren't
really doing much of what the ads
mentioned anymore. Many of the mag-
azine's articles featured companies who
were also now defunct, or had never
realized the plans they presented in
grandiose terms on those pages.

You could probably pick up any
number of old broadcast trade maga-
zines and experience the same sense

of wonder at how many things have changed or gone
away, but you'd have to reach back at least several years
to get much of that effect. Here, the phenomenon had
occurred in fairly strong fashion within about half a year.
It gave credence to the (already aged) expression that
refers to a six-month period as an "Internet decade."

better, and although many have scaled back their online
adventures, the corporations continue, generally wiser
for the experience. This careful straddling maneuver,
although painful and requiring substantial agility, may be

the right (or perhaps
the only) way to man-
age the transition that
faces our industry.

Corking the clicks without the bricks
has proven dangerous, and only

those with the most patient pools of
venture capital have survived.

Straddling the fence
1'11) tI iv pool I )1 weLtster who must try to negotiate these

radically different environments simultaneously today.
One foot walks on ice while the other treads molasses. The
difficult changes brought on by consolidation in the
broadcast space seem positively glacial in velocity when
compared to the travails of the online world.

Nevertheless, this unique duality may be the best thing
that could happen to an Internet start-up. Most Internet-

only companies that live on the icy side of the fence have
now fallen and they can't get up, as the exhumed
magazine so starkly revealed. Working the clicks without
the bricks has proven dangerous, and only those with the
most patient pools of venture capital have survived. On
the other hand, those Internet ventures with strong
traditional businesses behind them have fared somewhat

Lessons learned
he short ternt

might conclude that the current downturn in the Internet
economy spells the end of a brief fad, and we may wish
it good riddance. The more sensible, long-term outlook
tells us that we've witnessed the birthing pains of a new
giant that will grow - perhaps fitfully, at first - into a long,
strong reign.
The pendulum effect that often accompanies new

trends may apply here. It provides that early adopters will
rush headlong into eager acceptance of the emergent
mode, followed by a strong backlash and rejection, which
eventually gives rise to a sensible, moderate and wide-
spread adoption. The radical energy must be burned off
before the centrist compromise can emerge. (Many in our
industry may recall the example of the pendulum's swing
on the introduction of stereo production to the record
business: First came head -twisting, vertigo -inducing, ping-
pong effects, followed by Phil Spector's "Back to Mono"
movement, then the ultimate embrace of a mature
aesthetic for stereo imagery that continues today.)

In the Internet case, the late 90s served as venue for the
outward swing of the pendulum, which hit the peg hard
early last year. We're now on the backward side, and
probably still have substantial distance remaining before
hitting the other wall. In fact, the space we're passing
right now may be the middle ground that we'll eventually
settle upon, so watch carefully as it goes by. (If you lived
here, you'd be home by now.) Complicating this are the
some parametric changes now entering the environment,
such as broadband and wireless Internet deliveries, along
with new music licensing rules. These may set off their
own mini -pendulum effects, and the resultant interfer-
ence patterns may delay stable equilibrium for some time.

How all this shakes out will determine the ultimate fate
of radio broadcasters in the digital age. This makes
strategic planning a serious challenge, but a little review
of (recent) history every so often helps us keep the big
picture in mind.
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for Broadcast Radio and TV

Stop by and see us next month at the NAB show in Las V?gas
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FEATURES YOU'LL NEED FOR DIGITAL RADIO
Features like PRESET SNAPSHOTS, direct ROUTER

SOURCE ACCESS, AUTOMATION SYSTEM INTEGRATION
and easy SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION. You can choose
from 32, 44.1 or 48KHz clock rates to accommodate
your system standard-and with four stereo outputs plus
two stereo aux sends (each with simultaneous digital
and analog outputs), automatic mix -minus support for

up to four callers, individual channel EQ and dynamics
processing plus eight -character source/cut ID displays,
you'll be able to handle ANY format.

With the D-700 your digital console, your digital hard
disk, your automation system, and your station's audio
router can work as ONE! CONTACT WHEATSTONE, THE
CONSOLE EXPERTS!

1/1/1--)(c)t_x-tonc Cc-)r-or-c)t ion
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/saleswheatstone corn /www wh<,,,cltstone corn
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